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INTRODUCTIQN 
---------~ 
The procedure used in an instruction period._-ii1, primary grade 
' ·, 
reading may vary according to the purpose of the lesson~~he manuals ----~ 
of basal reading series often suggest silent reading followed by---ora:!,. ___ .<~ 
Some children appear to lose interest after the first reading, others ~-
often lack full comprehension from a single reading. 
The purpose of this study is to determine from which of three 
reading presentations second and third grade children derive the 
greatest comprehension. The three methods are~ first, silent reading; 
second, oral reading; and third, silent reading followed by oral read-
ing. 
-1-
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CHAPTER I 
''-..... 
----.__ 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH AND LITERATURE ·""~ 
----'-...... 
---..... ~ 
The controversy over silent reading versus oral reading is not a " 
new one. The trend of emphasis has shifted back and forth over the 
years. 
1. Silent Reading 
]) 
In favor of greater stress upon silent reading, Pintner expressed 
the opinion that not only is nothing gained by oral reading, but that 
it is a direct disadvantage inasmuch as it t-eaches the child to artie-
ulate during the reading process and thus helps him to form a fixed 
habit that he carries over into his silent reading. 
]j 
Mead reiterates this thought when he says that not only does 
the pupil as a rule"show he can gather more thoughts by the silent 
method than by the oral, but by too much oral work bad habits of ar-
ticulation are being fixed which will prove a hindrance in later life 
when it comes to silent reading. 
It was objected that articulation is necessary for a child in 
order that he comprehend what he is reading. To this objection 
]:/Rudolph Pintner, 110ral and Silent Reading of Fourth Grade Pupils,'' 
Journal of Educational Psychology (June, 1913), 6:4:333. 
])C. W. Mead, ns ilent vs. Oral Reading with One Hundred Sixth Grade 
Children,'' Journal of Educational Psychology (June, 1915), 6:348. 
-2-
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ll ~ 
Pintner responds that it is a question wh-;rth~_r the percentage of ~-
·~ 
supposed help of 
matter retained or comprehended is increased or diminished by this 
'---....,__'-...._ 
or whether the attention paid·---to the 
actual formation 
01ral reading, 
I 
o:j: sounds does not detract from the amount compr~---....._ 
hended. He claims·that when reading silently, children comprehend 
more, as their attention is not divided between the pronunciation of 
the words and the material read, 
2:.1 
Buswell concurred with this thought as he opined: 
11Essentially, reading is a process of comprehension, 
.of thinking meanings, not a process of saying words. It 
is not necessary to say words in order to get the meaning. 
The saying of the words takes so much time, whether done 
orally or subvocally, that the possible efficiency of the 
reading process is lost, 11 
He further suggests that efficiency has been a major concern in read-
ing. He tells us that when Horace Mann was secretary of the Board of 
Education of Massachusetts, he gave considerable space in one of his 
reports to a criticism of the teaching of oral reading at that time, 
which, he said, 11 •••• resulted in the exercise of the vocal organs on 
the empty air without developing a corresponding sense of the meaning 
3/ 
of what was read !1 
l/Rudolph Pintner, op. cit., p. 334. 
J:./G. T. Buswell, Non-Oral Reading: A Study of Its Uses in the Chicago 
Public Schools, Supplementary Educational Monographs, Number 61, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1945. 
3/Ibid., p. 52. 
-J--
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ll 
In a study with fourth grade children Pintner and Gilliland 
found that silent reading was the most economical and that children 
read faster and retained per unit of time more of the material read. 
]:_/ 
With sixth grade children Mead came to practically the same conclu-
sion, showing that " .... each class reproduced a greater percentage of 
possible points by the silent method of reading than by the oral." 
ll 
Jones' experiment with 300 children of grades three, five, and seven 
gave evidence that greater speed may be acquired in silent reading 
than in oral reading, and she emphasized the importance of training a 
child to read silently. She also observed that comprehension in oral 
reading, as well as in silent reading, varies with the individual and 
may be modified by past training. 
±I 
McCoard and LeCount were concerned with the relationships be-
tween silent reading comprehension abilities of selected college stu-
dents and their abilities to project that comprehension in oral read-
ing. They reported: 
"The present study shows that when the oral reading of 
a college group is appraised in terms of the broader aspects 
of speech (general effectiveness, phrasing, variety of pitch, 
etc,) by a group of speech teachers, the extremes (good and 
poor) of a random distribution of 'silent' readers show a 
significant difference in their oral reading abilities." 
1/Rudolph Pintner and A. R. Gilliland, "Oral and Silent Reading," 
Journal of Educational Psychology_ (April, 1916), 7:201. 
2:_/C. W. Mead, op. cit., p. 348. 
l/Effie B. Jones, "A Comparison of Comprehension Results in Oral and 
Silent Reading," Peabody Journal of Education (March, 1932), 9:295-296. 
!±_/William B. McCoard and Samuel N. LeCount, "An Oral Reading Evaluation 
of Good and Poor Silent Readers," Speech Monographs (November, 1951), 
18:291. 
• 
\ 
•• 
5 
Using 61 pairs of third grade pupils from ten classrooms of the 
.U 
Santa Ana, California city schools, Jones undertook a study to es-
tablish a relationship between speech training and silent reading 
achievement at the third grade level. This resulted in evidence to 
bolster the belief that improvement in speech facility does accel-
erate silent reading achievement. Summarily, he states that this 
study tends to substantiate the fact that speech and reading are 
closely related aspects of language and that many of the skills taught 
I 
in a well-balanced speech curriculum have carry-over value to the read-
ing process. 
2) 
According to Piekarz: 
"Reading is the understanding of ideas conveyed through 
the letter symbols. This implies that interpretation is 
highly important to successful reading. Growth in interpre-
tation cannot be encouraged and stimulated without knowledge 
of how the interpretive process operates and the factors that 
influence it. 11 
]j 
Going along with this thought, Darby says,· "Effective silent 
reading is thinking, following the thought of the writer, thinking 
with the writer, evaluating, organizing. 11 
1/Morris V. Jones, "The Effect of Speech Training on Silent Reading 
Achievement, 11 Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders (September, 
1951), 16:263. 
]/Josephine A. Piekarz, "Getting Meaning from Reading," Elementary 
School Journal (November, 1955), 56:303. 
l/0. N Darby, "The Place of and Method of Teaching Oral Reading in 
the Elementary School," Elementary School Journal (March, 1951), 
51:381. 
6 
1) 
Dolch suggests a silent reading of material before oral presen-
tation, for in this way will the reader know the thought that is to be 
presented. 
2) 
Knipp reported a ten-year study (1935-1945) conducted with 1,699 
sixth grade pupils in 32 public schools in Chicago, initiated by James 
E. McDade, then assistant superintendent of schools. It attempted to 
prove that children could get meaning directly from the printed page 
without the intervention of .oral pronunciation and without employing 
inner speech. This is called the non-oral method and is described by 
11 
Buswell as lfan attempt to reach the same goal of reading proficiency 
toward which all silent-reading methods strive, with varying degrees 
of success.n He defines non-oral reading as "silent reading in which 
there is- no subvocalization or inner speech.n He feels that the non-
oral method is not a fad and that it is a logical next step in achiev-
ing completely what the real objective of silent reading always has 
been, namely, thinking the meaning without articulation pf individual 
words, either orally or subvocally. It was felt that vigorous efforts 
should be made for developing the possibilities of this method. 
1/E. W. Dolch, lfShould Children Read Silently First? 11 Elementary 
English (March, 1948), 25:279. 
~/Helen B. Knipp, 118 ilent and Oral Reading in the Curriculum, 11 Contro-
versial Issues in Reading, Proceedings, University of Pittsburgh Press, 
Pittsburgh, 1956, p. 175. 
1/G. T. Buswell, op. cit., p. 51. 
• 
1/ 
According to Crosby: 
rtMany conflicts in teaching children to read ~enter in 
the methods to be used. Reading is a complex process. Be-
cause the situation influences which methods are most appro-
priate for a teacher and her children, most good teachers use 
many methods.n 
]j 
Smith thinks that while oral reading is the natural method of 
approach in the first grade, silent reading should also be used from 
7 
the beginning, and there should be a gradual decrease in the amount of 
oral reading and a gradual increase in the amount of silent reading 
throughout the primary grades. 
ll 
In the opinion of Pintner and Gilliland silent reading should 
!±I 
be taught much earlier in our schools. Darby states that early in-
traduction of reading is logical and that the child needs to understand 
from the beginning that reading can be done silently as well as orally, 
and that there is a difference in the two performances. 
~_! 
Smith suggests flexibility in the day-by-day school program of 
reading, keeping in mind that the heaviest emphasis shquld be upon si-
lent reading in order to develop the rapid facility needed in coping 
with the quantities of reading materials in modern life. 
}/Muriel Crosby, rtGetting Underway in Reading,n Elementary English 
(November, 1959), 36:470. 
l/Nila Banton Smith, Relative Emphasis on Oral and Silent Reading in 
the School Program, Supplementary Educational Monographs, Number 82, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1955. 
]_/Rudolph Pintner and A. R. Gilliland, op. cit., p. 212. 
f±/0. N. Darby, op. cit., p. 283. 
2/Nila Banton Smith, op. cit., p. 296 . 
•• 
8 
ll ll 11 
Jones, Smith, and Knipp agree essentially that the processes 
of both silent and oral reading need to be learned, each with its own 
purpose and value. They contend that the heaviest emphasis should be 
upon silent reading in order to prepare a pupil, from a practical point 
of view, to meet adequately the demands of modern life. 
2. Oral Reading 
!±I 
Patterson indicates that oral reading is a form of physical re-
sponse rather than a thought-getting process and therefore will require 
special lessons to secure satisfactory results. He suggests that oral 
rendition ofttimes assists interpretation. 
21 
Westlake points out that a classroom situation in which one 
person reads aloud while the other pupils follow in their books is not 
~I 
favorable for communicative reading. Similarly, Patterson states 
that oral reading finds its proper time and place when there is an 
audience situation, where the selection itself has. social value, and 
when it seems desirable to afford further practice opportunity for 
l/Effie B .. Jones, op. cit., p. 296. 
1/Nila Banton Smith, op. cit., p. 72. 
i 
1/Helen B. Knipp, op. cit., p. 184. 
!±_/Samuel W. Patterson; Teaching the Child to Read, Doubleday, Doran 
and Company, Inc., New York, 1930, pp. 56-58. 
2_/Harold Westlake, noral Interpretations, Appreciations, and Tastes in 
Reading, 11 Basic Instruction in Reading in Elementary and High Schools, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1948, p. 180. 
~/Samuel W. Patterson, op. cit., pp. 56-58 . 
9 
directed expression along the best lines of established folkways. 
1.1 
In discussing the uses of oral reading, Fortier and Stanley 
noted that oral reading is a valuable aid in teaching beginners to 
read because it improves the motive or interest, utilizes the familiar 
elements of speech, is a good test of the knowledge of word forms, and 
is a test of the child's eye movements. 11 It enables the teacher to 
know if the child is moving his eyes from left to right and seeing the 
words in their proper order. 11 Furthermore, in beginning reading they 
fpund that oral reading is more a continuum of experience for the child 
than is silent reading. This, plus the fact that the oral reading pro-
vides a means whereby the teacher can check on the pupil 9 s progress, 
makes oral reading a valuable method of instruction in primary reading, 
'}_! 
Dawson expresses the opinion that oral reading in these early 
stages helps the teacher to check on the degree to which pupils are 
mastering a sight vocabulary and sentence meaning. 
f!_/ 
Pearson claims: 
nsince many of the oral-reading difficulties occur when 
the reading material is beyond the pupil's ability, it would 
seem that given the right material until fluency is established, 
a pupil might be prevented in forming poor reading habits. 11 
1/Gerald L. Fortier and Dorothy B. Stanley, The Current Status of Oral 
Reading in Professional Literature, Unpublished Service Paper, Boston 
University, 1953, p. 4. 
1_/Ibid., p. ll. 
}/Mildred A. Dawson, ttThe Role of Oral Reading in School and Life 
Activities,tt Elementary English (1958), 35:35. 
f!_/Alice Rigel Pearson, A Diagnostic Study of Oral Reading Difficulties 
in Second Grade, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1942, 
p. 4. 
]) 
]j 
Theman agrees with this as she says: 
11The selections for beginning readers too frequently lack 
content and sequence of ideas. The reader cannot be expected 
to communicate nothing to someone. The child must be provided 
with materials that are worth communicating; he must feel their 
worth and have a situation which gives reason and purpose for 
oral reading. 11 
2) 
10 
Gellerson finds that a certain amount of word developm~nt is to 
be expected, but too much can kill interest. He declares that there 
should be more correlation between basic readers and supplementary 
materials; however, he goes on, there is a wide discrepancy among basal 
readers themselves. 
ll 
Dolch tells us that teachers have told children to 11read si-
lently first 11 without ever questioning what they were going to do when 
so directed. He points out that there are four different kinds of 
11silently reading11 that may be practiced every day during the reading 
lesson when we say 11read silently first, 11 and he asks, 1twhich of these 
are actually practiced? 11 and "Do we want them to be practiced? 11 
!±I 
The four kinds include~ 
_!/Viola Theman, "Techniques in Cultivating Effective Oral Interpreta-
tions, Appreciations and Tastes in Reading, 11 Basic Instruction in Read-
ing in Elementary and High Schools, University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1948, p. 189. 
2/Averill D. Gellerson, Readability of Supplementary Materials for Sec-
;nd Grade and Core Vocabulary from Same, Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, 
Boston University, 1956, p. 73. 
]_/E. W. Dolch, 11 Should Children Read• 'Silently First 1 ?" Elementary 
English (May, 1948), 25~280. 
''l. True Silent Reading--the child actually moves his eyes 
smoothly across the line, back to the next, and so on. 
For most children reading the usual material, true si-
lent reading is not possible. 
2. Puzzling--since most of the children will meet strange 
words in their silent reading, they may try to puzzle 
them out. ' .... they are working silently, and no one has 
the slightest idea of what they are doing. 1 
3. Miscalling--only the good reader will read it right. The 
others will read it somehow, and a good deal of the mate-
rial they will read wrong ..... Remember that the first 
impression was a wrong one. 
4. Skipping or Guessing--It will be found that many children 
just did not know certain words, and did not try to call 
them anything." 
In order to be able to read a selection better, especially when 
!/ 
11 
attempting to make a good oral presentation, Dolch suggests that it 
is best to go over the material silently first as: 
"Oral reading without preparation, that is, sight oral 
reading, is bound to be rather poor. Let us call it 'first 
oral reading. 1 But first oral reading can at least go · 
straight forward, without puzzling and regressions, without 
skipping and guessing, and at a reasonable speed." 
]j 
As for the oral-silent method, Dolch believes that if you are 
going to read orally anyhow, do the oral reading where it does some 
good, before all the mistakes are made and so that the oral reading is 
used to tell all the words to those children who have forgotten them. 
He asserts that good silent reading should always follow any oral read-
ing as the children know the right words as well as the general thought, 
and they can run their eyes right ahead over the material without any 
hesitation. He concludes that the purpose in reading is not to use 
):_/E. w. Dolch, "Should Children Read 'Silently First'?" p. 284. 
]jE. W, Dolch, "Four Methods of Teaching Reading," Elementary English 
( 19 54) ' 31 : 7 5 . 
12 
silent reading for the sake of oral, but rather to use oral for the 
sake of silent and the method is, 11 to prepare the children for silent 
reading through oral reading, and then to give them much practice in 
11 
true silent reading, which is our aim in the whole program." 
]:_! 
Kovas feels that oral reading is more difficult than silent 
reading. She claims that oral reading subjects the pupil to the ten-
sions present when he makes any public appearance, and when a child 
reads unfamiliar material orally, he is placed in a critical emotional 
situation. However, she thinks that oral reading is probably the most 
natural approach to beginning reading, since the first grade child has 
a good speaking vocabulary. The words read in beginning lessons are 
those already known to the child, and the task is to form an associa-
tion between the spoken word and written symbol. 
11 
McCullough discusses fluency in reading as she says that one 
cannot learn to read fluently and efficiently if his reading experi-
ence is confined to plodding up-hill through hard material at the 
teacher's command, for " .... one cannot learn to have confidence in his 
own expression if he is never permitted to exercise it. 11 It is her 
thought that contrary to popular opinion, fluent oral reading is not 
gained by a great deal of sight reading or a great deal of 11 oral-round-
1_/E. W. Dolch, 11Four Methods of Teaching Reading, 11 p. 285. 
2/Relen Kovas, 11 The Place of Oral Reading, 11 Elementary English (1957), 
34~462-463. 
:1_/Constance McCullough, 11Recognizing Child Development in the Reading 
Program, 11 Elementary English (January, 1948), 25:2. 
l3 
the-room'' while everybody looks at the same page. " .... fluent oral 
reading can come through the reading of easy material that has been 
ll 
read carefully, silently in advance." 
Dawson believes that oral reading is a complex process, much more 
complicated than is silent reading. Therefore, Johnson's assertion 
that if modern educators subscribe to the theory that children should 
''read to learn" rather than "learn to read," they cannot expect to 
]) 
"teach reading as the traditional school did," is one to be care-
ll 
fully considered. It is Darby's opinion that we are probably doing 
a poorer job today with oral reading than with any other phase of the 
elementary school program. Furthermore, he feels that it is high time 
for us to put forth an honest and consistent effort to make the child 1 s 
oral reading experience both vital and fruitful. 
Dawson expresses the thought that oral reading can be an effective 
aid in improving silent reading efficiency, or it can be extremely harm-
ful. She contends that when oral reading is used appropriately, it can 
and does promote wide and deep interest in reading materials and can 
help to develop good taste. ''Thus," she argues, "reading textbooks 
aloud in routine fashion destroys the true purpose of oral reading, 
stimulates halting and mechanical performance, and encourages a dislike 
. !±I 
for reading .... " 
}_/Constance McCullough, op. cit. 
1/Mildred A. Dawson, op. cit., p. 33. 
3/Marjorie Seddon Johnson, "Factors in Reading Comprehension," Educa-
tional Administration and Supervision (November, 1949), 35:391. 
!±/O. N. Darby, op. cit. 
14 
In a study to establish the re1ation~hip between interest and read-
Jj 
ing comprehension, Bernstein found evidence to support the hypothesis 
that high interest is associated with superior reading comprehension. 
This jmplies that school programs which encourage pupils to work in 
the areas of their interests create situations conducive to effective 
reading. 
J) 
Darby thinks: 
'~hereas effective silent reading is thinking, following 
the thought of the writer, thinking with the writ~r, evaluating, 
organizing; oral reading, from the standpoint of the major mental 
and physical processes involved, is simply a more comprehensive 
experience. Although there are some variations arising because 
of the ultimate aim of the reader, the major difference in total 
performance is the added act of translating thought into oral 
form." 
Along the same vein, Knipp tells us that comprehension must be 
the basis for modern oral reading; it cannot be simply word calling. 
She further states that pupils must make a sincere effort to inter-
pret the author's purpose and point of view and then ~eek their own 
method of pronunciation, intonation, change of tone, placement of 
emphasis, etc. to make their listeners aware o£ the same purpose and 
point of view. 
_!/Margery R. Bernstein, "The Relationship Between Interest and Reading 
Comprehension," Journal of Educational Research (December, 1955), 49: 
288. 
~/0. N. Darby, op. cit., p. 381. 
l/Helen B. Knipp, op. cit., p. 180. 
• 
15 
1) 
Knipp finds that for the average pupil, oral reading is his 
method of conveying ideas to others throughout the content fields; it 
is a means of giving personal recognition and satisfaction if he can 
prove a point or alter another's opinion or even an argument. It is 
also a way of expressing one's feelings when an individual reads aloud 
a passage that appeals or repels. 
]:_/ 
Horn and Curtis have listed life and school situations which 
call for oral reading. Among these are: 
11Life situations calling for oral reading; 
1. Reading aloud in the family or among friends, 
including reading to children; 
2. Reading to inform or to prove a point; 
3. Reading a report, an announcement, a set of 
resolutions, or an original paper; 
4. Reading to one ~.s self to enhance appreciation, 
as in reading poetry; and 
5. Reading in chorus, as in church. 
"School situations calling for oral reading: 
1. The student reads a poem or story for the enter-
tainment of his classmates; 
2. He reads a selection from a favorite book in 
making a report on it; 
3. He reads from a reference to prove a point, as in 
social studies; 
4. In cases where library equipment is meager, qe may 
prepare and read an informative selection of con-
siderable length; 
5. He reads an announcement, a report of a committee, 
or an original paper; 
6. He reads aloud softly to himself to aid in his ap-
preciation of a literary selection; and 
7. He participates occasionally in choral reading." 
.!)Helen B. Knipp, op. cit., p. 183. 
]:_/Ernest Horn and James F. Curtis, 11 Improvement of Oral Reading, 11 Read-
ing in the Elementary School, Forty-eighth Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1949), pp. 255-256 . 
• 
~-
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3. Comprehension 
One of the most important factors in reading is comprehension. 
Is it important to understand what is read? 
Jj 
Johnson feels that whatever the motivation, whatever the purpose, 
reading implies comprehension. 11An individual must understand what he 
is reading if he is to accomplish any purpose other than to waste time. 11 
]) 
Knipp believes that comprehension must be the basis for modern 
oral reading; it cannot be simply word calling. 
11 
According to Tronsberg, 11The ability to comprehend is basic to 
all reading and should be a major goal in all reading instruction,n 
She points out that comprehension implies the understanding of a word, 
phrase, or sentence beyond mere recognition and that it requires the 
understanding of the meaning intended by the author. Her contention 
is that comprehension abilities are the most important of all reading 
abilities to be developed. 
!i_l 
O'Mallie lists the factors that influence comprehension as: 
word recognition, experience background, interest, and purpose. Dur-
l/Marjorie S. Johnson, op. cit., p. 391. 
1/Helen B. Knipp, op. ci~., p. 180. 
2_/Josephine Tronsberg, "The Development of Comprehension at the Primary 
Level, 11 Current Problems of Reading Instruction (Pittsburgh: University 
of Pittsburgh Press, 1951), p. 46. 
4/Katherine 0 1Mallie, 11 Improving Comprehension and Developing Appropri-
ate Reading Rates, 11 Corrective Reading in Classroom and Clinic, Mono-
graph Number 6 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, December 1953), 
p. 149 . 
I 
•• 
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]) rell contends, "Differences in comprehension (or understanding or 
interpretation) depend upon the amount of experience the child has 
with the ideas or experiences being described.
11 
?:_/ 
11Cmnprehension is closely related 
In the opinion of Tronsberg, 
to intelligence. However, it should be remembered that while intelli-
gence or mental maturity is an important factor in comprehension, it 
is not the only factor." She continues that comprehension is also 
closely related to experience, and thus may be developed through an 
'}_/ activity program with practice in basic reading skills. 
The development of these skills was also suggested by Tronsberg 
by means of the following techniques: 
"1. Select the most interesting and challenging 
material available. 
2. Present material suitable to special needs. 
3. Acquaint children with different types of 
reading material. 
4. Give children opportunities to discuss and 
report on information gained through reading. 
5. Provide abundant opportunities for supplementary 
reading. 6. Provide opportunity for utilizing information 
acquired through reading. 
7. Organize the basal reading program into topical 
units .11 
She also suggests that the development of these skills should in-
clude various types of experience which may be first-hand or vicari-
ous. 
In addition, she states, 11The skills program should include 
l/Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading I t · New York. 1956, p. 184. - ns ruct>on, World Book Company, 
' -'-'"-_;_...:C:..:l::..;t::.• ' p . 4 0 • 1/Josephine Tronsberg. op. · 
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reading to follow and understand directions, to organize sequence, to 
skim, to get general significance, to comprehend the main thought, to 
.. hi 
evaluate, and to develop appreciation.!! 
A test to measure the relationship of comprehension and mental 
2/ 
imagery of eight-year-old children was designed by Shoulberg.- The 
test comprised multiple choice type items thought best for the type of 
material used, and to insure objective scoring that would be free from 
guessing. It was also thought that this type of test could be used in 
this study to adequately test understanding. The +esults led Shoulberg 
to observe that there is no significant correlation between comprehen-
sion and imagery. 
The results of her study to dete~mine the effect of illustrations 
11 
upon comprehension in the second grade led Steeves to report that il-
lustrations are relatively neutral in their effect on comprehension in 
reading in the second grade. 
!±I 
Fish comments on the results of his study to determine the rela-
tion of sentence structure to reading comprehension by saying that it 
}/Josephine Tronsberg, op, cit., pp. 44-46. 
2/Joan Morrow Shoulberg, A Study of the Relationship of Visual Imagery 
to Comprehension, Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston University, 
1952, p. 4. 
3/Marilyn Anne Steeves, An Evaluation of the Effect of Illustrations 
on Comprehension in the Second Grade, Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, 
Boston University, 1954, p. 27. 
!±/Lincoln Ted Fish, The Relation of Sentence Structure to Reading Com-
prehension, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 
1951, p. 81. 
\. 
'I 
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~s possible that some of the items in the comprehension checks did not 
measure pupils' comprehension of broad concepts within the story con-
tent. 
]j ]j 
Hollow, Richard, and Dodge agree that there is a relation-
ship between listening comprehension and abi~ity to read. Hollow's 
study on listening comprehension shows that a child with ~ low I.Q. 
benefited from systematic instruction in listening comprehension. 
Richard found that the 35 children in her study had a greater listen-
ing comprehension than a silent reading comprehension, although this 
efficiency was not statistically significant. She pointed out that 
retarded readers depended more on their listening ability than on 
their reading ability. Dodge commented that reading specialists more 
or less agree as to the relationship of the child's hearing comprehen-
sion to his reading ability. 
!.±I 
Howe notes that there are two general measurable abi~ities in 
reading comprehension--memory for word meaning and reasoning. 
]:/Sister Mary Kevin Hollow, "Listening Comprehension at the Intermedi-
ate Grade Level," Elementary School Journal (l/ovember, 1955), 56:161. 
l/Cecile M. Richard, A Comparison of Silent Reading Comprehension and 
Listening Comprehension by Means of Standardized Tests, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1956. 
l/Grace L. Dodge, The Determination of the Extent to Which Reading Re-
inforced by Hearing Shows a Gain in Comprehension with Reading Alone 
When Comparable Materials Are Used, Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1951, p. 5. 
!.±/Nancy Ann Howe, A Comparison of Comprehension in Reading Following 
Four Methods of Presentation in Grade Two, Unpublished Mastervs Thesis, 
Boston University, 1959, p. 13. 
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]) 
Durrell believes, 11Comprehension and recall are so intimately 
interwoven that it is difficult, and perhaps unnecessary, to s~parate 
them. 11 
Jj 
Grq.y concludes: 
''The fact is wid~ly recognized thq.t reading can make :Lts 
largest contribution to personal development and social prog-
ress only as children and youth acquire a high level of ef-
ficiency in understanding what is rea~. The responsibility for 
the needed stimulus and help rests heav~ly upon the teachers in 
both elementary and secc;:mdary schools. 11 
4. Interest 
'}_/ 
Davis defines interest from a psychological point of view as: 
11 Interest is an emotional attitude towards a stimulus 
which produces a desire for a continuation of attention 
towards that stimulus. Interest plays a· significant part 
in the selection of stimuli to which attention is given; 
although attention may be forced when interest is absent; 
the greater the interest, the less the effort n~cessary for 
directing attention. Interest determines which stimuli 
shall enter the focus of consciousness and the element in 
attention which builds up associations, determines sequences 
and seJ,.ects their order of importance. 11 
!:):./ 
Dewey says: 11An interest is primarily a form of sel.f-e;xpressive 
activity--that is, of growth that comes through acting upon nascent 
tendencies. 11 
!/Donald D. Durrell, op. cit., p. 184. 
~/William S. Gray, "Reading and Understanding, 11 Elementary English 
(March, 1951), 28:148. 
'}_/Robert A. Davis, Psychology of Learning, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
New York, 1935, p. 331. 
~/John Dewey, Interest and Effort in Education, Houghton Mifflin Cqmpa~y, 
Boston, 1913, p. 21. 
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ll 
Jersild and Tasch feel that one mark of a good interest is "the 
extent to which a person is absorbed in what he is doing or could, if 
he so chose, become absorbed, without at the same time causing discom-
fort to someone else." 
]j 
Dale lists as important characteristics of interests: 
"lo Interests tend to become primarily egocentric. 
2o Interests tend to vary directly in intensity with 
emphasis placed on them in the cultural pattern of the 
group. 
3. Permanence of interests tends to develop with the fixing 
of social status and crystallizing of social habit 
patterns. 
4. Interests tend to be contag;i.ouso 
So Interests tend to exist in specific situa;tions. 
6. Interests tend to become concrete rather than a,bstracto 
7. Interests tend to develop successful achievement. II 
Psychologists agree that there are only a few natural interests 
~j 
conn,ected with chi:I,dren's wants or needso Russell contends, "Most 
interests, including reading interests, may have some natural basis, 
but are largely the result of the content of the child's environment." 
Interests resulting from the child 1 s inter.action with his environment 
become a source of motivation for further act;i.vity. 
l/Arthur Thomas Jersild and Ruth J. Tasch, Children's Interests and 
What They Suggest for Education (in collaboration with Co~ittee of 
Teachers of the Public Schools of Springfield, Missouri), Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1949, 
p. 84. 
2/Edgar Dale, "Utilization of Children's Questions as a Source of 
Curriculum Ma,.terial, 11 Educational Research Bulletin (March, 1937), 
37:19. 
1/Pavid H. Russell, Children Learn to Read, Ginn and Company, Boston, 
1949, p. 248. 
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1) 
Strong discusses the need for a child to have genu~ne interest 
in an activity in order to succeed in t~~t activity. He maintains 
that a child must be interested to achieve success, as he says that 
the greater the interest and the higher the intelligence, the greater 
the success. But it is interest, not ability alone, thilt produces 
success. Be feels that there is a definite relationship between in-
terest and success and he terms interest as an 11 indeterminate indi-
2/ 
cator of success, 11- He further points out that an interest is not a 
separate psychological entity but merely one of several aspects of 
behavior. It is an expression of satisfaction but not necessarily one 
of effectiveness. 
~_! 
Bryson says there is a positive correlation between a desire to 
read something and the capacity really to understand and appreciate, 
Poor readers, he says, often omit difticult passages, though their in-
terest in the material as a whole keeps them reading along. 
!i.l 
Wa,.ples mentions accessibility, readability, a,.nd subject inter-
est as factors related to choice of reading, contendi~g that on a 
desert island one might read the telephone boo~ for lack of other matter. 
He also states that often people read material that is not especially 
1/Edward K. Strong, Vocational Interests of Men and Women, StanfQrd 
University Press; Stanford, California, 1,943, p. 23. · 
l/Ibid. 
3/Lyman ~ryson, in Wil,liam S. Gray and Bernice E. Leary, What M~kes a 
Book Readable? University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1935, p ~ · 401. 
,±/Douglas Waples, Bernard~Berelson, and Franklyn R. Bradsha,.w, What Read-
ing Does to People, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1940, p. 80. 
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appealing simply because it is available. He feels that it is diffi-
cult to tell exactly why people read what they do. 
]j 
Smith states that books hold three important interests for 
chi:ldren: 
11 1. They evoke memories of his own ev~ryday experiences, 
heightened and interpreted by the child's imagination. 
2. They help him to enter into imagina~y experiences in 
line with his hopes and his desires. 
3. Books furnish him an opportunity for projecting hi~­
self into new and fuller ranges of thought and feeling." 
Jj 
Jersild feels that it is not the number and variety of interests 
which one holds that count, "but the way his interests, whether many 
or few, function, the needs they serve, the avenues of life th~y open." 
'}_! 
For he says: 
11 
•••• the child who lives in an environment which proyides 
an opportunity for the learning of many interests will probably 
be better suited than a youngster in an environment that makes 
provision for only a limited range .... the richer the opportuni-
ties, the more likely it is that the person will find a way of 
acqu~r~ng interests which are best suited to his particular 
gifts .... 11 
!±I 
Durrell urges building initiative in many desirable interests 
because 11The child with limited interests is a danger to himself and 
to society." 
])Dora V. Smith, "Stimulating Interest and Appreciation Through Read-
ing, 11 Elementary English Review (May, 1940), 18:170-175. 
1/Arthur T. Jersild, op. cit., p. 85. 
!±/Donald D. Durrell, op. cit., p. 19. 
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Why children like one book rather than another is difficult to 
]) 
know. Jordan claiJllS that even children do not know why, sinct= they 
are driven by instinctive forces which, he, says, are complic1;1ted by 
experiences. Training and education a~e, then, the determining fac-
tors in which direction an instinct takes. 
]j 
Lewerenz recommends the use of interest inventories to learn 
what children 1 s hobbies, leisure activitie&, movies, radio p~ograms, 
and best-liked school subjects are. He said that teachers would 
better be able to guide free reading if they knew six fields of pupil 
interest: aesthetic, commercial, mechanical, natural, scientific, and 
social. 
1.1 
Durrell also suggests an informal interest inventory as a valu-
able teacher tool. He provides a ve~y comprehensive for~ for such an 
inventory in his book, and suggests that onct= t"):le pupil 1 s inter.ests 
are discovered, the teache~ may help him find suitable reading mate-
rials to further h~s interest on his own reading level. 
!±I 
The first inquiry into children 1 s interests was made by Wissler, 
who gave a questionnaire to 2,100 children. He found that elementary 
l/Arthur Melville Jordan, Children 1 s Interests in Reading, University 
of North Carolina P~ess, Chapel Hill, 1926, pp. 93-96. 
]) Alfred S. Leweren;1:, 11 E;elections of Reading Materials by Pupil Ability 
and Interest, 11 Elementary Ep.glish Review (April, 1939), 151-156. 
1/Donald D. Durrell, op. cit., pp. 143-144. 
!±/Clark Wissler, 11 Interests of Children in the Reading Work of the 
Elementary Schools, 11 Pedagogical Seminary (April, 1898), 5:52.3-540. 
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children most liked 11that which presents the true, the beautiful, the 
heroic, and the good in the same concrete way as the busy world around 
them.'' He ranked story types in this order: (1) stories of daily 
life; (2) unclassified stories; (3) stories of animals; (4) stories 
of heroism; (5) moral teachings; (6) descriptionsi (7) ~nformation; 
and (8) fables. 
}) 
Jordan found that boys from 10.5 to 13.5 years of age are most 
interested in literature dealing with war and scouting, school and 
sports, and adventure of a more peaceful sort as in the great out-of-
doors, typified by the Boy Scouts. Ee found that girls in this same 
age bracket were especially appealed to through four kinds of fiction 
which he listed as: "(1) stories of home life; (2) st:ories of school 
2/ 
life; (3) fairy stories; (4) love stories. 11-
l_/ 
In a later study, Jordan submitted a questionnaire apout book 
and magazine preference to the schools in four areas of the United 
States. He found that boys were most interested in both books and 
magazines of adventure 1 with fiction ranking second. With girls, 
fict;ion ranked first for books and second for magazines, whereas mag-
azines dealing with women's arts ranked first. 
!±I 
Reed describes three methods of finding children's interests 
!/Arthur M. Jordan, op. cit., p. 20. 
1_/Ibid., p. 24. 
1_/Ibid., pp. 48-50. 
!±/Homer B. Reed, Psychology of Elementary School Subjects, Ginn and 
Company, Boston, 1938, pp. 116-117. 
,i' 
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in reading: 
11 The first is the teacher-judgment method. In this method 
the teacher grades the success of the seiections that he uses 
from week to week, and after he has used a number of them he 
picks the most successful ones. After many teachers have done 
this, a study may be made of the percentage of teachers who 
approve each selection. This may be taken as an index of its 
success. The second method is the method of comparisons. The 
children are asked to state which.of a pair they prefer. From 
the percentages of preferences the various l~terary qualities 
may be ranked in their order of desirability. When this is 
determined, the next step is to pick selectio~s that possess 
these qualities and to try them out as instruments of instruc-
tion. ~he third method is to record and analyze the voluntary 
readings of children and then to ciassify'the selections ac-
cording to age, grade, sex, and mental capacity of the children. 
The assumption here is that the value of a selection for a 
particular group is proportional to its frequency of choice. 11 
ll 
Uhl applied the teacher-judgment method to find children's in-
terests, with the purpose of finding the type of selections most suit~ 
able for school readers. His data came from three questionnaires sent 
to teachers and two examinations of school children. As a result of 
the first and second questionnaires, Uhl made up a list of from 18 to 
40 selections whi~h were approved by 90 per cent or more of the tea~hers 
Jj 
who judged them. The types found most succe1:1sful for each grade were: 
"Grades I-II: Animal stories, cumulative tales, nursery rhymes, 
fairy tales, child life, humorous tales, adventure, 
interesting information, nature, dramatization. 
Grades III-VI: Fairy tales, child life, adve~ture and heroism, 
knighthood, animal stories, humor, interesting 
information, nature, dramatization, poetry. 
Grades VII-VIII: Adventure, description, ro~ance, knighthood, 
humor, supernatural, biography and history, 
interesting information, nature, dramatization, 
child life, poetry. 11 
1/Willis L. Uhl, Scientific Determination of the Content of the Elemen-
tary School Course in Reading, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1921, p. 22. 
1/Ibid., pp. 36-59. 
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The method of paired comparisons to find children's interests was 
]} 
employed by Dunn, who had 40 pairs of selectio~s read to a total of 
17,000 school children in order to learn their preference in each pair. 
The study was conducted in the three primary grades in schools of five 
different states. She foun~ that the factors arousing the greatest in-
terest were: surprise, plot, narrativeness, liveliness, conversation, 
animalness, and moralness. Showing le~ser interest value~ were fanci-
fulness, repetition, children's poeticalness, same-sexness, humor, and 
verse form. Factor~ which seemed to repel rather than attract were: 
adultness, style, other-sexness, and realism. There seemed to be gen-
erally high correlation between boys' and girls' reactions. 
']j 
Grant and White submitted reading materials to 600 children in 
the primary grades in different parts of the United States. The total 
of first and second choices disclosed this order of preferences: ani-
mal, fairy, folk lore, poetry, informational, historical, and children's 
experience. 
'l_/ 
Gates, Peardon, and Sartorius partly confirmed, partly contra-
dieted, the earlier study of Dunn. After having the selections rated 
1/Fannie W. Dunn, Interest Factors in Primary Reading, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, New York, 1921, No. 113. 
£/Emma B. Grant and Margaret L. White, 11A Study of Children 1 s Choices 
of Reading Materials,n Teachers College Record (April, 1925), 26:20-27. 
]_/Arthur I. Gates, Celeste C. Peardon, and Ina C. Sartorius, nstudies 
of Children 1 s Interest in Reading, 11 Elementary School Journal (May, 
1931), 31:656-670. 
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for literary quality by expert judges, they correlated these ratings 
with the percentages qf choices made by the pupils to determine how 
much each factor contributed to arousing the child's interest. Their 
study ranked liveliness and humor much higher than Dunnus, and verse 
form and narrative lower. The most important elements in creating in-
terest, according to this study, are: (1) surprise, (2) liveliness, 
(3) anim~lness, (4) conversation, (5) plot, and (6) hu~or (from a 
child's point of view) . 
. U 
Terman and Lima made one of the earliest studies giving develop-
mental changes in reading interests. They reported their findings ac-
2) 
cording to grade levels .. However, Russell, commenting on this study, 
states that these findings ma~ not be accurate today since a wider 
variety of books is available. He also felt that there is a much 
earlier introduction of factual books and that children's magazine and 
newspaper reading, felt to be considerable now, was not at that time 
(1925) a factor at all. 
ll 
Seven tests created by Mitchell for her study measured: the 
extent and variety of reading interests; interest in reading versus 
1/Lewis Terman and Margaret Lima, Children's Reading, A Guide for 
Parents and Teachers (Second Edition), Appleton-Century, 1935), chap-
ter V (as cited in David H. Russell, Children Learn to Read, Ginn and 
Company, Boston, 1949, p. 257). 
l/David H. Russell, op. cit., p. 127. 
]_/Sarah Ellen Mitchell, Construction and Evaluation of a Measure of 
Reading Preference, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1944. 
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interest in other school subjects; interest in types of reading; gen-
eral and reading interests inventory; interest in personal identifica-
tion with characters in reading; interest in descriptive reading 
topics; interest in reading versus in~erest in activities. Results 
showed that an interest in present-day events was prevalent. Spe-
cific trends in reading interests showed a preference for recreation 
and hobby information, familiar experiences, outdoor sports and ac-
tivities, and current events. 
1/ 
Terman and Lima found a great deal of difference in the amount 
of reading done by children of different intelligence levels. They 
are quoted as saying that the more intelligent children read more 
science, history, and informational fiction than the less gifted. 
In her investigation of the influence of intelligence upon chil-
]j 
dren's reading interests, Euber found that: 
"1. Marked preferences in different kinds of reading 
material are shown by dull, average, and bright 
children. They really do discriminate and express 
consistent preferences. 
2. A striking similarity exists in the choices of dull, 
average, and bright children for types of literature, 
each type representing equally good selections fr·om 
the available materials of that type. 
3. Dull children like the selections of humor here used 
less than do the average and the bright, and they like 
the selections designed as 'familiar experience' more 
than do the children of the higher levels of intelli-
gence represented by the subjects in this experi-
ment .... " 
1/Lewis Terman and Margaret Lima, op. cit., pp. 68-76 (as cited in 
Catherine L. Lyouns, Evaluation of the Relative Appeal of Reading 
Assignments, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1943, p. 10). 
2/Miriam Blanton Huber, The Influence of Intelligence upon Children's 
Reading Interests, Contributions to Education, No. 312, Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University, New York, 1928, p. 38. 
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She felt that much attention should be given to content and subject 
matter in order to insure the greatest satisfaction to children ~n 
reading. 11Children of dull, average, and superior intelligence have 
distinct and consistent interests in reading which deserve recognition 
.U 
in curriculum making. 11 In the education of dull childre~ this is 
thought to be especially true as the interests on these children, on 
the whole, show q striking similqrity to those of more intelligent 
children. 
Lazar 1 s study attempted to find whether children of different 
intelligence levels differ in reading interests and activities and also 
to evaluate home and school factors that might be related to children 1 s 
opportunities for exposure to reading matter. Results showed that the 
bright group had the best environmental opportunities, followed in 
order by the average and dull groups. Marked relqtion was found be-
tween occupational status of parent and pupil intelligence, as well 
as between home background and pupil intelligence. Correlqtion was 
apparent between the number of books in the home and the intelligence 
of the children, as well as between numbers of books in the home and 
socio-economic status. Homes with foreign-born parents showed greatest 
lack of books. Furthermore, there was definite correlation between 
l/Miriam Blanton Huber, op. cit., p. 39. 
2/May Lazar, Reading Interests, Activities and Opportunities of Bright, 
Average, and Dull Children, Contributions to Education, No. 707, · 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1937. 
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quality and quantity of reading in books, papers, and magazines, and 
both socio-economic status and intelligence. Although Lazar reported 
that doubt exists as to what constitutes the 11best 11 type of reading 
matter, especially for the dull, phe recommends an improvement in the 
tools of reading (especially for the dull), making better materials 
available and creating interesting materials for chil~ren of all levels. 
]) 
Thorndike and Henry gave a reading interest questionnaire to 
about 100 rapid and 100 slow learners to compare interests between 
the two groups. Slow learners generally chose: 
11 1. Useful feminine activities 
2. Hobbies 
3. Science and invention 
4. Biography and biographical adventure 
5. Self-improvement 
6. Money-making and practical themes 
7. Mild adventure of children." 
Fast learners more often chose one of the titles on war. 11Large dif-
ferences between the sexes are common and appear in many of the cate-
2) 
• I! gor~es .... , they concluded. Greater differences were much more 
clearly shown between the sexes than between intelligence levels. 
ll 
Stewart reports .that according to Thorndike 1 s study the most 
.±/Robert L. Thorndike and Florence Henry, !!Differences in Reading :(:n-
terests Related to Differences in Sex and Intelligence Level, 11 Ele-
mentary School Journal (June, 1940), 40:751-763 (as cited in Sarah 
Ellen Mitchell, Construction and Evaluation of a Measure of Reading 
Preference, Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston University, 1944, p. 29.) 
'l/Dorothy Stewart, Children 1 s Preferences in Types of Assignments, 
Grades Four, Five, and Six, Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity; 1945, p. 15. 
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conspicuous differences in reading occur between the sexes, not be-
tween the ages or intelligence. 
1.1 
Russell summarizes the many studies on children's interests by 
saying: 
"1. Though interests vary from child to child and may change 
from time to time for each individual, they are a good 
source of motivation for school work. 
2. Studies show common developmental patterns for interests. 
3. The pattern of interest development seems to be: simple, 
individual interests in early childhood; active, complex, 
social ones of middle childhood; individual quieter ones 
of adolescence and adulthood. 
4. Teachers can know a class better by learping what research 
says to expect of the age group so she can study how the 
group or individuals conform or deviate. 
5. A child's interests are limited only by his physical and 
economic background, the mores of his group and his own 
physical and mental capacity. 
6. Interests may be used either as motivation for learning 
or as end products of learning activities, 
7. Reading interests develop parallel to movie, radio, hobby 
and other interests. 
8. Because reading interests reflect cultural background, 
studies show the influence of home and school, do not tell 
what a child on his own might choose. 
9. Children's book choices seem to be related to the content 
of the books, their difficulty and their format, 
10. Choice of books is influenced by accessibility, curricular 
demands, recommendation of friends and sometimes enthusiasm 
of the teacher. 
11. Teachers can use the outside reading interests of upper ele-
mentary children to initiate a learning situation and to 
begin development of higher standards of reading materials. 
Boys in these grades read comic strips, sports pages, and 
news in newspapers, plus popular science magazines; girls 
read movie magazines; both read picture magazines and adult 
general magazines." 
He suggests that teachers may become familiar with pupils' present 
and potential interests through observation, interview, and question-
}./David H. Russell, op. cit., pp. 246-277. 
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naire or interest inventory. Encouraging hobby and reading clubs and 
keeping a record of the library books read by each child will also in-
form the teacher and show how she can enrich their interests. He also 
proposes some methods to stimulate interest in voluntary r~ading. They 
include: charts listing books read; simple book reports, either oral 
or written; an attractive reading corner; a display of book jackets 
and advertisements; reading stories to the class; having a scheduled 
free reading period; a book club; corresponding with authors; planning 
a class story hour for younger children; conducting a book column in 
the school paper; inviting guests to speak at school; holding contests 
such as 11Best Biography of an Authorn; making posters for book occasions; 
having exhibits and programs; and recognizing ''Book Week. n 
]:_! 
Witty feels that leading pupils to better readin~ patterns can 
best be assured "by making sure that each child has many happy, satis-
fying associations with various kinds of printed materials. And the 
right way to guarantee satisfaction in reading is to bring him into 
contact with the right book at the right time. 11 The way to do this, 
be claims, is by surrounding children with a variety of easy, interest-
ing, and attractive reading materials, as he believes that nsome chil-
dren who have little desire to read may be stimulated to do so when 
they observe the pleasure their classmates find in reading, or when 
they become interested in unusually attractive and a~pealing books 
1/Paul Witty, Reading in Modern Education, D. C. Heath and Company, 
Boston, 1949, p. 132. 
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1/ 
which are immediately available to them on the book tables.n 
]j 
Jersild and Tasch attempted to find what children's interests 
mean for the school. Their conclusions indicated that children at all 
ages are much concerned with people and they have strong feeli~gs of 
self-interest in ideas about life which should be recognized in planning 
curricula. Children's interests differ as they become more mature and 
are influenced by particular talents or limitations; while, as they 
grow older, they show greater interest in self-improvement. 
ll 
In Stewart's opinion: 
nMany authorities have decided wb.at is best for the child 
without being concerned about his feelings in the matter. In 
this way, education becomes something ·for chil.dren to assim;!.late, 
while on the other hand, if it were influenced by their interest 
they would seek it out for itself alone and tb.ere would pe little 
or no coercion about learning.n 
!2_1 
Durrell feels that it would be impractical to connect the read-
ing program directly to the pupils' interests and the possible fleeting 
quality of the interests or even of their undesirability. 
Although better learning results when pupil interests are used, 
~j 
Witty and Kopel question its effect on the functioning of a planned 
curriculum with these points: 
l/Paul Witty, loc. cit. 
1/Arthur T. Jersild and Ruth J. Tasch, op. cit., p. 73. 
'1_/Dorothy Stewart, op. cit., p. 17. 
(2_/Donald D. Durrell, op. cit., p. 142. 
5/Paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative Process, 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1939, p. 67. 
e lll. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Does not the use of children 1 s inte~ests disrupt the typical 
school organization? 
Is it possible for teachers engaged in mass education to 
utilize children 1 s individual interests? 
Are these interests sufficiently stable or worthwhile to 
justify their expression during school hours? 
Does the use of interests lead to abolition of a planned 
curriculum? 
To what extent should children 1 s expressed interests be 
permitted to modify the curriculum? 
How can the immature interests of poor readers be used in 
motivating good reading? 11 
1:.1 
Reed sums up both arguments as he says: 
11 There are both advantages and disadvantages in selecting 
reading materials with reference to children 1 s interests .... 
The advantages .... are rapid learning, increased effort, good 
adjustment of content to the ability of the reader, and good 
comprehension. Selections in which children are interested 
also contribute directly to the objectives of developing a p~r­
manent interest in reading and of developing the ability to 
read for enjoyment. 
11The disadvantages of selecting read:J,.ng materials entirely 
with reference to children 1 s interests is that it ignores most 
of the serious objectives of reading, those involved in the 
activity of reading to learn. It may thus hinder rather than 
help the child 1 s adjustments to reality. 11 
!:_I 
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Mitchell summarizes literature on chi~dren 1 s inte~ests by citing 
these areas in which opinions appear to be generally unanimous. They 
concern: 
11 1. The relatedness of daily life experiences to voluntary ex-
tensive reading stimulated by those experiences. 
2. The possibilities of utilization of knowledge gained by 
analysis of individual difference in respect to reading in-
terests in more economical learning situations in less-rigid 
reading programs. 
!/Homer B. Reed, op. cit., pp. 125, 128. 
1/Sarah E.llen Mitchell, op. cit., pp. 85-87. 
3. The value of a greater or lesser degree of "'niformity of 
reading interests within a specified g~oup witqo~t sacrifice 
of individua~ization of prevailing interests. 
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4. The need of planned guidance in req~ing a~ a fundamental 
concern of educato~s if refinement of reading tastes is to 
occur in the formative years an~ conti~ue to develop through~ 
out life. 
5. The relative importan~e of the placement of reading in re-
spec:.t to other subjects in the school curriculum and as a 
means of acquiring intellectual background necessary for the 
successful carryi~g-on of other school suoje~ts involving 
reading. 
6. The availability, readabiliby and vitality of varied reading 
materials as factors related to the individual 1 s opportuni-
ties to examination of his own reading preferences in respect 
to his purposes in reading. 
7. The development of a more refined and effective program in 
order that a marked educational ou~come will be the voluntary 
use of reading for personal~social development both in school 
and as a leisure-time activity outside of school. 
8. The development of inherent satisfactions concomitant with 
appreciation of the value of readi~g which serves q func-
tional purpose in basic education and enrichment in the ex-
periences of an individual. 11 
!I 
Reed sums up all research very simply yet pertinently by saying, 
11The chief function of interest is that it mak;es reading palatable., .. 11 
There has been much research conducted in the areas of silent and 
oral reading, reading comprehension, and reading interests. Although 
much evidence has been presented both pro and col;l. tl;le value of consider-
ing these aspects as they are related to methods of teaching reading 
effectively, no substantial evidence has been presented to support any 
one theory conclusively and exclusively. Tl;lis .study is an attempt to 
provide additional evidence concerning the comprehension results fol-
lowing the various types of reading presentations. 
);_/Homer B. Reed, op. cit., p. 128. 
CHAP';I'ER II 
PLAN OF STUDY 
In this study it was· ne·c·e-s·sary to· develop materi-als, se-cure a 
population, and conduct· the- exp·erimental program within the classrooms. 
Permission was obtained from the superintendents and principals of the 
schools involv~d. 
The purpose of this study was to determine which of ·th~ three 
techniques used in primary reading--silent, oral, silent followed by 
oral-~results in the greatest compreh-ension of the material read. 
l. IJevelopment of Materials 
For t·he purpo-s-e· of m~asuring compr-ehension, twelve or-iginal 
stories were written so that no child would he· familiar with the· mate-
rials. The pos·s-±ble· suhj .. ect content of the- stories· was discussed among 
the writers in order to "insure pupil int·erest. The twelv~ stories in-
cluded adventure· stories, animal stor±e-s, holiday and seasonal stories, 
fairy tales, and stories of children' s· exp-eriences-. 
Six of the stories were written for second grad·e level and six 
for third grade leveL Table l shows the ·title and grade placement 
for each story. 
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Table l. Story Titles 
Grade 2 
Grade 3 
Titles 
The Surprise Ride 
The First Boy in Space 
Bears in the House 
The Little Reindeer 
Ann Saves the Day 
The Rodeo 
Indian Tre-asure 
Sunnner Vacation 
The Sultan and the·-Goat 
A Surprise in the Woods 
Christmas with the·Eskimos 
It 0 s Just My Luck 
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The major factor in determining length of the stori·e·s was provid-
ing adequate content for twenty-it·em comprehension chec·ks· for e·ach 
story without making it too lengthy, thereby causing fatigue. To pro-
vide vocabulary control, the basic words used for these stories were 
selected from the Boston University Primary List of Words Common to 
Four Basal Texts, t·he- Scott Foresman Combined Word List for the New 
y y 
Basic-Readers, the Rinsland Reading Vocabufary for Elementary Grades, 
1/William S. Gray, et al., Combined Word List for the New Basic Readers 
Through More Streets and Roads 3/2, Scott, Foresman and Company, New 
York, 1956. 
1/Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children, 
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1950 . 
I 
I 
• 
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and the Gate·s· Rea-ding Vocabulary for Primary Grades. There were, 
however; ·c-ert-ain words ·in eac·h story which are not included in the 
abov.e·"'"mentione·d 1 ists·. 
To prevent the child from looking ahead and reading the· next 
story, as well as to i:nsure···-e-a:sy handli:ng of t·he ma:t·erial by·the child, 
each story was made into a s·eparate bookle·t, 6 by 9 inches. The 
stories· in booklet form may be ·s-e·en "in the· appendix. 
Comprehens·ion tests of twenty i·tems were constructe·d for each 
story. The types of items· used were as follows-: matching, multiple 
choice, sequence, and yes-no. Samples of the types of items used are 
shown below. 
Matching 
Match each thing with the place it was· found. 
the grandfather clock 1. under the· apple tree 
the lost red mitt·ens 2. in the lunch box 
__ the playhouse 3. beside· the kitchen door 
the note to Miss Brown 4. in the lining of her jacket 
__ a pile of burning leaves 5. under the house 
____ Daddy's hose 6. in the hall 
7. in the garage 
8. in her jacket pocket 
9. back of the playhouse 
1/ Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades, Bureau 
~f Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1935 . 
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Multip·le Choic-e·u 
Circle tire corr·ect answer to each question. 
Who belie11ed Friday the 'Thirteenth was unlucky? 
Dan Father Polly 
Sequence 
Number these sentences from 1 to 5 to show the way they were in 
the story. 
The goat found the coin. 
__ The Sultan rewarded the goat. 
__ The Sultan marched to the palace. 
__ The Sultan called to the guard. 
__ The goat was looking for something to eat. 
Yes-No 
Write nYEsn on the line if the sentence is right. Write r'Non on 
the line if the senten-ce is wrong. 
__ The Sultan was an old fat man. 
The Sultan was wearing old clothes. 
__ The Sultan went to a near room at the palace. 
___ The goat chewed on the rope for a short time. 
__ The Sultan said, nr will reward you and Baba. 11 
Complete comprehension checks for each story may be found in the 
appendix. 
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In -·order··to obta·in a raw score· of forty, two stor:tes of similar 
nature ·were· comhi.rre-d. For· ·example, "Chr"istma·s w±th·the· ·Eskimos" and 
"It's· ;Just My Luck11 were P?-ired because both deal with special days--
c-hristmas and Friday the Thirteenth. 
The six stories us·ed at second grade level will be referred to 
hereafter as .Sets- A, B, and C. The titles included: 
Set A -- The Surprise Ride 
The First-Boy in Space 
Set B -- Bears in the House 
The Little Reindeer 
Set C -- Ann Saves the Day 
The Rodeo 
The six stories us·ed at third grade··i·evel will be referred to 
hereafter as -sets D, E, and F. The groups were: 
Set D -- Indian Treasure 
Summer Vacation 
Set E -- The Sultan and the Goat 
A Surprise in the Woods 
Set F -- Christmas with the Eskimos 
It's Just My Luck 
In order to insure that the difficulty or interest of a certain 
story did not affect the results, the stories were rotated throughout 
the experimental program. Set A was read only silently in Room l, 
orally in Room 2, and both silently and orally in Room 3; Set B was 
read only orally in Room 1, both silently and orally in Room 2, and 
only silen~ly in Room 3; Set C was read both silently and orally in 
Room 1, only silently in Room 2, and only orally in Room 3. 
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Th-e- following- cha:J;""t shows t he· plan of rot·ation: 
ROOM A B c 
1 s 0 S-Q 
2 0 s-o s 
3 s-0 s 0 
For eas·e in handling the data, a form was constructed upon which 
the pertinent facts for each child were recorded. A sample card is 
shown below. 
Se'JC. N~me Grade Da"\e ~ 8\r-+h 
--
I TeQcher- Test 
I 
I 
I 
f To(J)n I.Q, 
I 
l Schoo ( C./L 
A a /(I. A-. 
S o s-o s o __:: __ ..::;_ ___ _..._ ______ _._ _____________ -·---s-o s 0 s-o 
2. Descr1ption of the Population 
The total population at the second grade level consisted of 664 
pupils from 23 classrooms. Owing to absences and incomplete records, 
the final population was reduced to 552. The total population at the 
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third grade level consisted of 836 pupils from 30 classrooms. Owing 
to crb·senc-e-s and ·incompl-ete· records, the· final p.opulation·was reduced 
to 660. ·The data for the children elimi.nat·ed were analyz-ed and it was 
found that· t·here was a good rep·r·e·s-entation of both s·exes and the- vari-
ous intelligence levels, so that the general sample was not affected by 
the'S·e losses. 
The birth date for each child was· accepte-d as record·ed on the 
pupil v s cumulative record. The chronolo·gical age was determined as of 
January 1, 1960, in order to insure uniformity throughout the- s·tudy. 
An intelligence test score· was obtained for all the pupils. These 
test score'S wer·e· accepted as recorded on th·e· pupil's cumulative record 
whe·ther they were obtained from a group or an individual test. The 
tests used included Kuhlmann-Anderson, Lorge·-Thorndike·, Otis Quick-
Scoring,- Pintner-Cunningham, Pintner-Durost, and the Revis·ed Stanford 
Binet. 0nrthe th:irr::d gradet.levei; .. ·a child~was~·ei~minate.d _frm;n. this _ .: .. 
study·if his·intelligence score was not available. 
The mean intelligence quotient for second grade pupils was 108.69 
with a standard deviation of 11.15. For third grade pupils, the mean 
intelligence quotient was 110.22, with a standard deviation of 12.95. 
The 12 communities selected for the study are representative of 
the various socio-eco~omic levels. Urban and rural areas were included 
and some had large populations and some small. 
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3. Classroom Procedure-
Each c·hild re·ad two storie-s---e-ach of the thr-e-e ways, and compre-
hension -was ·me-a:sured following -·each reading p-eriod. As each compre-
hens·ion check inclucte-d twenty ·it-ems, a total score of forty was possible. 
Fifteen bookl·ets of each story we··re distributed to ·e-ach teacher with 
compre·hension tests for each child and specific instructions for han-
dling the materials. The stories were read in the regular reading 
groups in order to provide as normal a reading situation as possible. 
Instructions were given for the presentation of new words· by the 
usual method, either on the board or on word cards .. It was suggested 
that the new words be enriched by use in phrase-s and ·sent·ences by both 
the teacher and children. Help was to be given with any vocabulary 
difficulties the children might have while reading·the- stories. 
The directions for the comprehension tests were to b-e explained 
carefully and completely. Help with the· directions could be given at 
any time, as these tests were for the purpose of measuring comprehen-
sion of the story material, not the ability to follow directions. 
The order for reading the stories was listed. Instructions were 
included for each child to write B for boy or G for girl on the test 
paper and to circle 1, 2, or 3 according to the way in which the story 
was to be read. Number 1 indicated silent reading; number 2, oral; 
and number 3, silent followed by oral. 
The teachers were permitted to keep the booklets, but were re-
quested to save the comprehension checks which were picked up and 
later corrected. 
· ... / 
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The data from.the tests were analyzed, and the results are pre-
sented in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Tables 2 to 18 give the complete data for the second grade popuia-
tion. Tables 19 to 35 give complete data for the third grade population. 
Table 2 shows the distribution of intelligence quotients for 511 
second grade children. 
TABLE 2 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS IN GRADE 2 
Frequency 
150 - 154 1 
145 - 149 1 
140 - 144 1 
135 - 139 3 
130 - 134 8 
125 - 129 12 
120 - 124 32 
115 - 119 71 
110 - 114 97 
105 - 109 99 
100 - 104 76 
95 99 49 
90 - 94 28 
85 - 89 17 
80 84 12 
75 - 79 1 
70 - 74 3 
N 511 
Mean 108.69 
S.D. 11.15 
-46-
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The range was from 70 to 154 with a mean of 108.69 and standard 
deviation of 11.15. 
Table 3 shows the distributions of comprehension scores for grade 
two following the three methods of presentation. 
TABLE 3 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF COMPREHENSION SCORES IN GRADE 2 
Silent Oral Silent-Oral 
39 - 41 6 8 18 
36 - 38 44 70 71 
33 - 35 64 87 83 
30 - 32 66 97 87 
27 - 29 71 75 55 
24 - 26 82 56 55 
21 - 23 39 41 46 
18 - 20 42 37 36 
15 - l7 55 35 39 
12 - 14 33 25 33 
9 - 11 34 16 18 
6 - 8 14 5 10 
3 - 5 2 0 1 
N 552 552 552 
Mean 24.71 27.28 26.78 
S.D. 8.01 7.80 8.55 
The comprehension scores following silent reading range from 3 to 
40 with a mean of 24.71 and a standard deviation of 8.01; following 
oral reading from 6 to 40 with a mean of 27.28 and a standard devia-
tion of 7.80; and following silent-oral from 3 to 40 with a mean of 
26.78 and a standard deviation of 8.55. 
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Table 4 shows the comparison of means on the comprehension scores 
following oral, silent, and silent-oral for the total population in 
grade two. 
TABLE 4 
COMPARISON OF THE MEAN COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR GRADE 2 
Presentation No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.diff. C.R. 
Silent SS2 24.71 8.01 .341 2.57 .048 S.3S Oral SS2 27.28 7.80 .332 
Silent 5S2 24.71 8.01 .341 2.07 .so 4.10 Silent-Oral SS2 26.78 8.5S .364 
Oral 5S2 27.28 7.80 .332 
.so .243 2.06 Silent-Oral S52 26.78 8.SS .364 
The means were 27.28, 26.78, and 24.71 for oral, silent-oral, and 
silent, respectively. The critical ratios of S.3S and 4.10 showed the 
differences between silent and oral, and silent and silent-oral were 
statistically significant in favor of oral and silent-oral, respectively. 
Table S shows the distribution of the intelligence quotients for 
the boys and girls in grade two. 
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e TABLE 5 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
IN GRADE 2 
Boys Girls 
150 - 154 0 1 
1.45 - 149 0 1 
140 - 144 1 0 
135 - 139 0 3 
130 - 134 3 5 
125 - 129 2 10 
120 - 124 12 20 
115 - 119 31 40 
llO - ll4 49 48 
105 - 109 54 45 
100 - 104 36 40 
95 - 99 33 16 
90 - 94 13 15 
85 - 89 6 11 
80 - 84 5 7 
75 - 79 0 1 
70 - 74 3 0 
N 248 263 
Mean 106.40 108.3 
S.D. 10.05 13.15 
The intelligence quotients for boys ranged from 70 to 144 with a 
mean of 106.4, a standard deviation of 10.05; and for the girls from 
75 to 154 with a mean of 108.3 and a standard deviation of 13.15. 
Table 6 shows the distribution of comprehension scores for the 
boys and girls in grade two for the silent, oral, and silent-oral 
reading. 
so 
·e TABLE 6 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR BOYS IN GRADE 2 
Silent Oral Silent-Oral 
39 - 41 5 2 9 
36 - 38 18 28 37 
33 - 35 27 42 32 
30 - 32 31 43 36 
27 - 29 32 32 26 
24- - 26 39 31 32 
21 - 23 19 21 21 
18 - 20 21 22 19 
15 - 17 25 19 21 
12 - 14 20 16 22 
9 - ll 22 ll 7 
6 - 8 10 4 8 
3 - 5 2 0 l 
N 271 271 271 
Mean 23059 26.11 24.49 
S.D. 8.94 8.34 8.88 
The boys' scores for comprehension following silent reading ranged 
from 3 to 40 with a mean of 23.59 and a standard deviation of 8.94; for 
comprehension following oral reading from 6 to 40 with a mean of 26.11 
and a standard deviation of 8.34; and for comprehension following silent-
oral reading from 3 to 40 with a mean of 24.49 and a standard deviation 
of 8o88. 
Table 7 shows the comparisons of means of comprehension scores 
following silent, oral, and silent-oral for the boys in grade two. 
,e 
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TABLE 7 
COMPARISONS OF THE MEAN COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR BOYS IN GRADE 2 
Presentation No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.diff. C.R . 
Silent 271 23.59 8.94 . 544 2.52 .744 3.39 Oral 271 26.11 8.34 .508 
Silent 271 23.59 8.94 .544 2.40 .077 3.12 Silent-Oral 271 25.99 8.88 .540 
Oral 271 26.11 8.34 .507 
.12 .074 1.62 Silent-Oral 271 25.99 8.88 .540 
The differences in means between silent and oral and between si-
lent and silent-oral were statistically significant in favor of oral 
and silent-oral, respectiveLy. 
Table 8 shows the distributions of comprehension scores for silent, 
oral, silent-oral for the girls in grade two. 
iee~on Universit~ 
School of Education 
Library 
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TABLE 8 
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR GIRLS IN GRADE 2 
Silent Oral Silent-Oral 
39 - 41 1 6 9 
36 - 38 26 42 34 
33 - 35 37 46 51 
30 - 32 37 54 51 
27 - 29 38 41 29 
24 - 26 43 24 24 
21 - 23 21 20 25 
18 - 20 21 16 16 
15 - 17 29 16 18 
12 - 14 13 10 11 
9 - 11 11 5 11 
6 - 8 4 1 2 
N 281 281 281 
Mean 25.48 32.12 31.82 
S.D. 7.86 10.50 7.95 
The girls 1 scores for comprehension following all methods ranged 
from 6 to 40. The means were 25.48, 32.12, and 31.82 for silent, oral, 
and silent-oral, respectively. 
Table 9 shows the comparison of means of comprehension scores fol~ 
lowing silent, oral, and silent-oral reading for girls in grade two. 
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TABLE 9 
COMPARISON OF THE MEAN COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR GIRLS IN GRADE 2 
Presentation No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S .E ·diff. C.R. 
Silent 281 25.48 7.86 .470 6.54 .784 8.34 Oral 281 32.12 10.50 .628 
Silent 281 25.48 7.86 .470 6,34 . 669. 9.48 Silent-Oral 281 31.82 7.95 .475 
Oral 281 32.12 10.50 .628 
.30 1. 029 .291 Silent-Oral 281 31.82 7.95 .475 
The differences of 6.54 and 6.34 between silent and oral, and 
silent and silent-oral were statistically significant in favor of oral 
and silent-oral, respectively. 
Table 10 shows the distribution of intelligence quotients for chil-
dren in grade two with intelligence scores of 110 and above. 
TABLE 10 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
FOR CHILDREN ABOVE llO IN GRADE 2 
Frequency 
150 - 154 l 
145 - 149 l 
140 - 144 l 
135 - 139 3 
130 - 134 8 
125 - 129 12 
120 - 124 32 
ll5 - 119 7l 
110 - ll4 83 
N 212 
Mean 117.20 
S.D. .6.65 
There were 212 children with intelligence quotients above 110. 
The mean was 117.20 and the standard deviation was 6.65. 
Table ll shows the distributions of comprehension scores for 
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silent, oral, and silent-oral reading for children in grade two with 
intelligence quotients of 110 and above. 
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lit TABLE 11 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE COMPREHENSION SCORES 
FOR CHILDREN'S INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 110 AND ABOVE 
GRADE 2 
Silent Oral Silent-Oral 
39 - 41 2 5 11 
36 - 38 35 47 40 
33 - 35 39 46 44 
30 - 32 24 44 40 
27 - 29 29 24 17 
24 - 26 38 17 16 
21 - 23 8 9 15 
18 - 20 4 6 11 
15 - 17 17 7 10 
12 - 14 9 4 2 
9 - 11 5 2 3 
6 - 8 1 1 2 
3 - 5 1 0 1 
N 212 212 212 
Mean 27.97 30.52 29.74 
S.D. 7.74 6.36 7.53 
The scores for silent and silent-oral ranged from 3 to 40 and for 
oral from 6 to 40. The means were 27.97, 30.52, and 29.74 for silent, 
oral, and silent-oral, respectively. 
Table 12 shows the comparison of mean comprehension scores for 
silent, oral, silent=oral reading for children with intelligence quo-
tients of 110 and above in grade two. 
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TABLE 12 
COMPARISON OF THE MEAN COMPREHENSION SCORES 
FOR CHILDREN'S INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 110 AND ABOVE IN GRADE 2 
Presentation No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S .E · diff. C.R. 
·silent 212 27.97 7.74 .533 2.55 .683 3.73 Oral 212 30.52 6.36 .438 
Silent 212 27.97 7.74 .533 1.77 .857 2.07 Silent-Oral 212 29.74 7. 53 .518 
Oral 212 30.52 6.36 .438 
0 78 .678 1.15 Silent-Oral 212 29.74 7.53 .518 
The difference of 2.55 between silent and oral was statistically 
significant in favor of oral. The other differences were not statis-
tically significant. 
Table 13 shows the distribution of intelligence quotients for 
children in grade two with intelligence scores of 90 to 109. 
TABLE 13 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS FOR CHILDREN 90-109 
in Grade 2 
Frequency 
105 - 109 113 
100 - 104 76 
95 - 99 49 
90 - 94 28 
N 266 
Mean 102.10 
S.D. 5.00 
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The intelligence quotients, as shown in Table 13, range from 90 
to 110 with a mean of 102.10 and a standard deviation of 5.00. 
Table 14 shows the distribution of comprehension scores for silent, 
oral, and silent-oral reading for children in grade two with intelligence 
quotients of 90 to 109. 
TABLE 14 
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPREHENSION SCORES 
FOR CHILDREN'S INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 90-109 
in GRADE 2 
Silent Oral Silent-Oral 
39 - 41 3 2 7 
36 - 38 10 18 24 
33 - 35 20 35 32 
30 - 32 35 42 39 
27 - 29 33 42 29 
24 - 26 34 32 37 
21 - 23 31 24 22 
18 - 20 27 25 19 
15 - 17 26 17 21 
12 - 14 17 18 20 
9 - 11 21 10 11 
6 - 8 8 1 4 
3 - 5 1 0 1 
N 266 266 266 
Mean 23.05 24.69 25.51 
S.D. 8.34 7.74 8.43 
The scores for silent and silent-oral ranged from 3 to 40 and for 
oral from 6 to 40 with means of 23.05, 24.69, and 25.51 for silent, 
oral, and silent-oral, respectively. 
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Table 15 shows the comparison of mean comprehension scores for 
silent, oral, and silent-oral reading for children with intelligence 
scores from 90 to 109 in grade two. 
TABLE 15 
COMPARISON OF MEAN COMPREHENSION SCORES 
OF CHILDREN'S INTELLIGENCE SCORES 90-109 IN GRADE 2 
Presentation No. Mean S.D. S .E ·m Diff. S .E. diff. C.R. 
Silent 266 23.05 8.34 .512 1.65 .699 2.35 Oral 266 24.69 7.74 .475 
Silent 266 23.05 8.34 .512 2.46 .728 3.38 Silent-Oral 266 25.51 8.43 .518 
Oral 266 24.69 7.74 .475 
.82 0 703 1.17 Silent-Oral 266 25.51 8.43 .518 
The difference of 2.46 between silent and silent-oral was statis-
tically significant in favor of the silent-oral. The other differ-
ences were not significant. 
Table 16 shows the distribution of intelligence ~uotients for 
children in grade two with scores below 90. 
TABLE 16 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
FOR CHILDREN BELOW 90 IN GRADE 2 
Frequency 
85 - 89 17 
80 - 84 12 
75 - 79 1 
70 - 74 3 
N 33 
Mean 83.50 
S.D. 1.40 
The mean was 83.50 and the standard deviation was 1.40. 
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Table 17 shows the distribution of comprehension scores for silent, 
oral, and silent-oral reading for children in grade two with intelli-
gence scores below 90. 
TABLE 17 
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPREHENSION SCORES 
FOR CHILDREN 1 S INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS BELOW 90 IN GRADE 2 
Silent Oral Silent-Oral 
33 - 35 1 0 0 
30 - 32 2 1 3 
27 - 29 0 3 2 
24 - 26 2 2 1 
21 - 23 2 4 1 
18 - 20 5 4 4 
15 - 17 8 12 7 
12 - 14 6 1 8 
9 - 11 5 3 3 
6 - 8 2 3 4 
N ·33 33 33 
Mean 16.81 17.74 15.43 
S.D. 6.60 6.27 7.17 
The scores for the comprehension following all methods ranged 
from 6 to 40 with means of 16.81, 17.74, and 15.43 for silent, oral, 
and silent-oral, respectively. 
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Table 18 shows the comparison of mean comprehension scores for 
silent, oral, and silent-oral reading for children with intelligence 
scores below 90. 
TABLE 18 
COMPARISON OF ME.AN COMPREHENSION SCORES 
FOR CHILDREN'S INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS BELOW 90 IN GRADE 2 
Presentation No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S .E. diff. C.R. 
Silent 33 16.81 6.60 1.17 
.93 l. 61 .58 Oral 33 17.74 6.27 l.ll 
Silent 33 16.81 6.60 1.17 1.38 l. 73 .80 S ilent-0-r:al 33 15.43 7.17 1.27 
Oral 33 l7. 74 6.27 l.ll 2.31 l. 69 1.37 Silent-Oral 33 15.43 7.17 1.27 
The differences between silent, oral, and silent-oral were not 
statistically significant. 
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Table 19 shows the distribution of intelligence quotients for the 
total population in grade three. 
TABLE 19 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
FOR TOTAL POPULATION IN GRADE 3 
150 - 154 
145 - 149 
140 - 144 
135 - 139 
130 - 134 
125 - 129 
120 124 
115 119 
110 114 
105 - 109 
100 - 104 
95 99 
90 94 
85 89 
80 - 84 
75 - 79 
N 
Mean 
S.D. 
i 
I 
Frequency 
1 
0 
4 
13 
24 
51 
73 
84 
92 
93 
87 
64 
38 
20 
12 
4 
660 
ll0.22 
12.95 
The intelligence quotients ranged from 75 to 154 with a mean of 
110.22. The mean score was at the top of the normal range. with only 
36 children below 90. 
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Table 20 shows the distributions, means, and standard deviations 
for the total third grade population on the comprehension scores fol-
lowing each of the three types of presentations. 
TABLE 20 
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR THE THREE PRESENTATIONS 
FOR TOTAL POPULATION IN GRADE 3 
Silent Oral Silent-Oral 
39 41 20 14 . 41 
36 - 38 97 97 164 
33 - 35 134 139 131 
30 - 32 121 104 llO 
27 ~ 29 81 108 74 
24 - 26 72 71 62 
21 - 23 54 47 31 
18 - 20 44 36 25 
15 - 17 21 23 15 
12 - 14 10 10 6 
9 - 11 6 7 0 
6 - 8 0 3 1 
3 - 5 .. 0 1 0 
N 660 660 660 
Mean 29.26 29.10 31.33 
S.D. 6.63 6.75 6.18 
The mean scores were 29.26, 29,10, and 31.33 for silent, oral, 
and silent-oral, respectively. 
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Table 21 shows the comparison of mean comprehension scores for 
the three presentations in grade three for the total population. 
T.ABLE 21 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES FOR THE THREE PP~SENTATIONS 
FOR TOTAL POPULATION IN GRADE 3 
Presentation No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S .E. diff. 
Silent 660 29.26 6.63 .26 
.16 .346 Oral 660 29.10 6.75 .23 
Silent 660 29.26 6.63 .26 2.07 .256 Silent-Oral 660 31.33 6.18 .24 
Oral 660 29 .. 10 6.75 .23 2.23 .329 Silent-Oral 660 31.33 6.18 .24 
C.R. 
.46 
8.09 
6.78 
There was no significant difference between the mean comprehension 
scores for silent and oral reading. The differences were statistically 
significant in favor of the silent followed by oral when compared with 
silent alone and oral alone. The critical ratios were 8.09 and 6.78, 
respectively. 
Table 22 shows the distributions of intelligence quotients for 
boys and girls in grade three. 
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TABLE 22 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
Boys Girls 
154 0 1 
149 0 0 
144 4 0 
139 5 8 
134 11 13 
129 23 28 
124 37 36 
119 32 52 
114 48 44 
109 41 54 
104 so 35 
99 35 29 
~4 ~? t~ 
~@ 7 t~ 
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H ~ l. 
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Table 23 shows the distribution, means, and standard deviation 
for the boys of grade three on the comprehension scores following each 
of the three types of presentations. 
TAELE 23 
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR THE THREE PRESENTATIONS 
FOR BOYS IN GRADE 3 
Silent Oral Silent-Oral 
39 - 41 8 3 13 
36 - 38 32 44 66 
33 - 35 57 68 78 
30 - 32 58 51 48 
27 - 29 45 52 36 
24 - 26 40 30 38 
21 - 23 30 24 15 
18 - 20 29 21 17 
15 - 17 16 14 8 
12 - 14 4 7 3 
9 - 11 4 6 0 
6 - 8 0 2 1 
3 - 5 0 1 0 
N. 323 323 323 
Mean 28.06 28,39 30.61 
S.D. 6. 72 7.17 6.33 
The means scores were 28.06, 28.39, and 30.61 for silent, oral, 
and silent-oral, respectively. 
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Table ~4 shows the comparison of means for the 9oys on the three 
types of presentations. 
TABLE 24 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES FOR THE THREE PRESENTATIONS 
FOR BOYS IN GRADE 3 
Presentation No. Meap. S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.diff. 
Silent 323 28.06 6. 72 .374 
.33 .547 Oral 323 28.39 7.17 .399 
Silent 323 28.08 6. 72 .374 2.55 .514 Silent-Oral 323 30.61 6.33 .352 
Oral 323 28.39 7.17 .399 2.22 .532 Silent-Oral 323 30.61 6.33 .353 
C.R. 
.60 
4. 96 
4.17 
The mean scores for silent and oral presentatiop.s we~e almost 
identical. The mean for silent was 28.06 compared with 30.61 for 
silent-oral. The critical ratio of 4.96 showed this difference to 
be statistically significant in favor of silent-oral. The mean score 
for oral, 28.29, compared with 30.61 for silent-oral, was a statisti-
cally significant difference as the critical ratio was 4.17. 
Table 25 shows the distribution, means, and standard deviation 
for the girls of grade three on the co~prehension scores following 
each of the three types of presentation .. 
TABLE 25 
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR THE TBREE PRESENTATIONS 
FOR GIRLS IN GRADE 3 
Silent Oral Silent-Oral 
39 - 41 12 11 28 
36 - 38 64 54 97 
33 - 35 78 71 57 
30 - 32 62 55 64 
27 - 29 37 53 37 
24 - 26 32 42 23 
21 - 23 24 22 16 
18 - 20 16 15 5 
15 - 17 5 9 8 
12 - 14 5 3 2 
9 - 11 2 1 0 
6 - 8 0 1 0 
N 337 337 337 
Mean 30.43 29,85 33.17 
S.D. 6.27 6.21 5.82 
The mean scores were 30.43, 29.85, and 33.17 for silent, oral, 
and silent-oral, respectively, 
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Table 26 shows the comparison of means of comprehension scores 
for the three presentations for girls in grade three. 
TABLE 26 
COMPARISON OF MEAN COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR THE THREE 
PRESENTATIONS FOR GIRLS IN GRADE 3 
Presentation No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S .E. diff. 
Silent 337 30.43 6.27 . 342 
.58 .480 Oral 337 29.85 6.21 .338 
Silent 337 30.43 6.27 .342 2.74 .466 Silent-Oral 337 33.17 5.82 .317 
Oral 337 29.85 6.21 .338 3.32 .464 Silent-Oral 337 33.17 5.82 .317 
C.R . 
1.21 
5.88 
7.16 
The mean score for silent was 30.43 compared with 29.85 for oral. 
The critical ratio of 1.21 showed this difference,was not statistically 
significant. The difference between silent and silent-oral was statis-
tically significant, as was the difference between oral and silent-oral, 
the critical ratios being 5.88 and 7.16, respectively, both favoring 
the silent-oral. 
Table 27 shows the distribution, means, and standard deviations 
for all children with intelligence scores of 110 and above. 
TABLE 27 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
FOR CHILDREN ABOVE 110 IN GRADE 3 
150 - 154 
145 - 149 
140 - 144 
135 - 139 
130 - 134 
125 - 129 
120 - 124 
115 - 119 
110 - 114 
N 
Mean 
S.D. 
Frequency 
1 
0 
4 
13 
24 
51 
73 
84 
92 
342 
120.42 
7.55 
The mean intelligence score for this group was 120.42 with a 
standard deviation of 7.55. 
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Table 28 shows the distribution, means, and standard deviation for 
the comprehension scores for children with intelligence scores above 
110. 
TABLE 28 
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR THE THREE PRESENTATIONS 
OF CHILD~N I. Q. ' s 110 .AND ABOVE IN GRADE 3 
Silent Oral Silent-Oral 
39 - 41 17 12 35 
36 - 38 75 65 116 
33 - 35 93 91 77 
30 - 32 59 61 49 
27 - 29 37 37 24 
24 - 26 30 38 24 
21 - 23 14 18 8 
18 - 20 12 12 7 
15 - 17 2 8 1 
12 - 14 3 0 0 
9 - 11 0 0 0 
6 - 8 0 0 1 
N 342 342 342 
Mean 3L69 31.03 33.43 
S.D. 5.52 5.61 5.19 
The mean scores were 31.69, 31.03, and 33.43 for silent, oral, 
and silent-oral, respectively. 
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Table 29 shows the comparison of mean comprehension scores for the 
three presentations for the children with intelligence scores of 110 
and above in grade three. 
TABLE 29 
COMPARISON OF :MEAN COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR THE THREE 
PRESENTATIONS--INTELLIGENCE 110 AND ABOVE--IN GRADE 3 
Presentation No. Mean S.D. S.E,m Diff. S .E · diff. 
Silent 342 31.69 5.52 .300 
.66 .427 Oral 342 31.03 5.61 .304 
Silent 342 31.69 5.52 .300 1. 74 .415 Silent-Oral 342 33.43 5.19 . 287 
Oral 342 31.03 5.61 .304 2.40 .418 Silent-Oral 342 33.43 5.19 .287 
C.R. 
1.55 
4.19 
5.74 
The difference between the mean scores for silent and oral read-
ing was not statistically significant. In comparing the silent-oral 
presentation with both silent and oral, mean differences were statis-
tically significant, favoring the silent-oral presentation. The crit-
ical ratios were 4.19 and 5.74, respectively. 
• Table 30 shows the distribution, means, and standard deviation 
for all children with intelligence scores between 90 and 109. 
TABLE 30 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
FOR CHILDREN 90-109 
Frequency 
105 - 109 93 
100 - 104 87 
95 - 99 64 
90 - 94 38 
N 282 
Mean 101.17 
S.D. 5.15 
The mean intelligence score for this group was 101.17 with a 
standard deviation of 5.15. 
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Table 31 shows the distribvtion of the comprehension scores for 
children with intelligence scores from 90 to 109 by the three methods 
of presentation. 
TABLE 31 
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR THE THREE PRESENTATIONS 
FOR CHILDREN--INTELLIGENCE 90-109--IN GRADE 3 
Silent Oral Silent-Oral 
39 - 41 3 2 6 
36 - 38 21 30 45 
33 - 35 38 45 49 
30 - 32 58 41 57 
27 - 29 40 65 42 
24 - 26 38 29 34 
21 - 23 34 26 21 
18 - 20 27 15 14 
15 - 17 14 12 10 
12 - 14 5 10 4 
9 - 11 4 3 0 
6 - 8 0 3 0 
3 - 5 0 1 0 
N 282 282 282 
Mean 27.12 27.55 29.44 
S.D. 6.54 7.02 6.18 
The mean scores for silent, oral, and silent-oral presentations 
were 27.12, 27.55, and 29.44, respectively . 
• 
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Table 32 shows the comparison of mean comprehension scores for 
the three pre·sentations for children with intelligence scores between 
90 and 109 in grade three. 
TABLE 32 
COMPARISON OF MEAN COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR THE THREE PRESENTATIONS 
FOR CHILDREN--INTELLIGENCE SCORES 90-109--IN GRADE 3 
Presentation No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S .E. diff. C .R. 
Silent 282 27.12 6.54 .389 
.43 .570 .75 Oral 282 27.55 7.02 .417 
Silent 282 27.12 6.54 .389 2.32 .535 4.34 Silent-Oral 282 29.44 6.18 ,368 
Oral 282 27.55 7.02 .417 l. 89 .556 3.40 Silent-Oral 282 29.44 6.18 .368 
The difference between the means for silent and oral reading was 
not statistically significant. In comparing the silent-oral presenta-
tion with both silent and oral, mean differences were statistically 
significant, favoring the silent-oral presentation. The critical ratios 
were 4,34 and 3.40, respectively . 
Table 33 shows the distribution, means, and standard deviation 
for children with intelligence scores below 90 in grade three. 
TABLE 33 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
FOR CHILDREN BELOW 90 IN GRADE 3 
Frequency 
85 - 89 20 
80 - 84 12 
75 - 79 4 
N 36 
Mean 84.20 
S.D. 1. 08 
The mean intelligence score for this group was 84.20 with a 
standard deviation of 1.08. 
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Table 34 shows the distribution of comprehension scores for chil-
dren with intelligence scores below 90 for the three presentations. 
TABLE 34 
DISTRIBUTION OF COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR THE THREE PRESENTATIONS 
FOR CHILDREN BELOW 90 INTELLIGENCE IN GRADE 3 
Silent Oral Silent-Oral 
36 - 38 1 2 3 
33 - 35 3 3 5 
30 - 32 3 2 4 
27 - 29 4 6 8 
24 - 26 5 4 4 
21 - 23 6 3 2 
18 - 20 5 9 4 
15 - 17 5 3 5 
12 - 14 2 0 1 
9 - 11 2 4 0 
N 36 36 36 
Mean 22.83 24.08 26.17 
S.D. 6.96 7.50 6.90 
Mean scores for the three presentations were 22.83, 24.08, and 
26.17 for silent, oral, and silent-oral, respectively. 
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Table 35 shows the comparison of mean comprehension scores for 
the three presentations for children with intelligence scores below 
90 in grade three, 
TABLE 35 
COMPARISON OF ME.AN COMPREHENSION SCORES FOR THE THREE PRESENTATIONS 
FOR CHILDREN BELOW 90 INTELLIGENCE IN GRADE 3 
Presentation No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.diff. C .R. 
Silent 36 22.83 6.96 1.16 1.25 1.71 .73 Oral 36 24,08 7.50 1.25 
Silent 36 22.83 6.96 1.16 3.34 1.64 2.04 Silent-Oral 36 26.17 6.90 1.15 
Oral 36 24.08 7.50 1.25 2.09 l. 70 1.23 Silent-Oral 36 26.17 6.90 1.15 
There were no statistically significant differences between the 
mean scores, but the differences always favored the silent-oral pres-
entation. 
The comprehension checks for each story were arranged by scores 
in descending order from the highest to the lowest. Every eleventh 
test of the second grade population and every fourteenth test of the 
third grade population provided a random sample of 50 tests for each 
story. A split-half reliability coefficient was then computed accord-
ing to the Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient corrected by 
the Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula . 
• 
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The reliability coefficients for the second grade stories ranged 
from .75 to .94. The reliability coefficients for the third grade 
stories ranged from .66 to .80. 
The reliability coefficients for the specific stories are as 
follows: 
Grade Two 
Bears in the House 
First Boy in Space 
The Rodeo 
Surprise Ride 
Anne Saves the Day 
Little Lost Reindeer 
Grade Three 
Christmas with the Eskimos 
Summer Vacation 
Indian Treasure 
The Sultan and the Goat 
It 1 s Just My Luck 
Surprise in the Woods 
,75 
.76 
.79 
.83 
.93 
.94 
.66 
.69 
.75 
.77 
.80 
.80 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study·was to determine from which of three 
reading presentations, silent reading, oral reading, or silent fol-
lowed by oral reading, second and third grade children derive the 
greatest comprehension. 
Twelve original stories were written which would interest chil-
dren. They contained a vocabulary comparable to their reading level. 
Each story was accompanied by a comprehension test of 20 items. A 
rotation system was used in order that every story would be read in 
each of the three ways. Each child read two stories orally; two, 
silently; and two, silently followed by orally. The stories were 
read in the regular classroom reading groups. There were 552 second 
grade pupils in 23 classrooms and 660 third grade pupils in 30 class-
rooms included in the study. 
The following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. A difference in comprehension scores resulted from the differ-
ent presentations. 
a. In grade two the order was oral, silent followed by oral, 
and silent. The differences between oral and silent, and 
silent followed by oral were statistically significant in 
favor of oral and silent followed by oral. The critical 
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ratios were 5.35 and 4.10, respectively. The difference 
between oral and silent followed by oral was not significant 
but favored the oral. 
b. In grade three the order was silent followed by oral, silent, 
and oral. The differences between silent followed by oral 
and oral, and silent followed by oral and silent were both 
statistically significant in favor of the silent followed 
by oral. The critical ratios were 6.78 and 8.09, respec-
tively. The difference between silent and oral was not 
significant. 
2. An analysis of boys' and girls' scores for both grades showed 
the same order as the total population. 
a. In grade two the differences between silent and oral, and 
silent and silent followed by oral, for girls were signif-
icant with critical ratios of 8.34 and 9.48, respectively. 
b. In grade two the differences between silent and oral, and 
silent followed by oral and silent for boys were signifi-
cant with critical ratios of 3.39 and 3.12, respectively. 
c. In grade three the difference between silent and silent fol-
lowed by oral, and oral and silent followed by oral, for 
girls were significant with critical ratios of 5.88 and 7.16, 
respectively. 
d. In grade three the differences for boys were the same as 
for the girls with critical ratios of 4.96 and 4.17 re-
spectively. 
-3. An analysis of mean scores by intelligence levels showed a 
change in posit~on from the total population at both grade 
levels. 
a. In grade two the mean scores for children with I.Q. 's of 
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110 and above were 30.52, 29.74, and 27.97 for oral, silent 
followed by oral, and silent, respectively. For children 
with I.Q. '~ of 90 to 110 the mean scores were 25.51, 24.69, 
and 23.05 for silent followed by oral, oral, and silent, 
respectively. For children with I.Q. 's below 90 the mean 
scores were 17.74, ~6.87, and 15.43 for oral, silent, and 
silent followed by oral, respectively. 
b. In grade three the mean scores for children with I.Q.vs of 
110 and aboye were 33.43, 31.69, and 31.03 for silent fol-
lowed by oral, silent, and oral, respectively. For chil-
dren with I.Q. 's of 90 to 110 the mean scores were 29.44, 
27.55, and 27.12 for silent followed by oral, oral, and 
silent, respectively. For children with I.Q. 's below 90 
the mean scores were 26,17, 24.08, and 22.83 for silent 
followed by oral, oral, and silent, respectively. 
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... Christmas With the Eskimo.s 
A0c Circle the correct answer to each question. 
1. What was going on in every house? 
colored paper colored lights colored balls 
2. What was the Christmas tree made or? 
paper leaves branches 
3. What did the childr-en paste on paper? 
doll pictures animal pictures colore.d lights 
4. What were Eskimo dolls 1 buttons made rrom? 
glass ·:·, wobd ·reindeer horns 
· .. \ 
. ' 
·•. 
5<> What color was the reindeerts nose? 
red white brown 
·, ., . . ·.! 
' /.,.,.· 
6. What night was it when the' reindeer looked in windows1 
New Year 1 s Night 
•:. ~. : • I + ~ 
Christmas Night Christmas Eve 
7. How did the reindeer fly? 
like the waves like the wind like the sta.ra 
' ~~ .· 
8~ Where in Santa's workshop did the reindeer live? 
the b~ck the corner 
9. What did the .. Eskimo's. ·eat r or Chr:tstmas? · 
frozen ice cream frozen reindeer meat frozen seal meat 
10. What was a special treat for the children? 
mukluk~ blubber squares candy canes 
11. What did the children eat with their meat? 
seal oil whale oil walrus oil 
12. What were the soft shoes called? 
mukluks socks slippers 
13. What did every boy get? 
carved ivory candy carved reindeer horn' 
14. Where does Santa Claus ·live?· 
South Pol~ Igloo North .P ol.e 
' ' 
15. What wa~ an important part of. the Eskimo's Christmas? 
feasting playing games singing ~cnga 
B. Number these sentences f]'om 1 to 5 to show the way they were in 
the story. 
.. 
___ The reindeer )+ad to f],y home to Santa's Workshop. 
.....,... __ The Eskimo children hung th~ir stoc;:king~ • 
---
The reindeer peeked in the windows of t4e Eskimo homes, 
___ Blitzen a:q.d Rudolph helped Santa to pack his sleigh, 
--- The Eskimo children worked, very hard and got very hungry. 
Name 1 2 3 , .. . 
-
It r s Just My Luck 
A .• Circle the correct answer to each question. 
1. Who believed Friday the Thirteent~ was unlucky? 
Dan Father Polly 
. . .. 
2. What was Polly's Daddy? 
a baker a policeman a teacher 
. 
Chicken Bunny ·Lamb 
4• What does ''Polly wore a long faceu mean? 
she wore a long mask she was· tall and thin · she was unhappy 
5. What .. season was it? 
su:mrner fall spring 
6. Why did Miss Brown say Polly would have to stay after school? 
if she were late again if she didn't finish her work 
if she forgot to bring a note from home 
7 • How did Polly f:frs.t know about the fire? 
.. 
she smelled smoke she saw flames she saw smoke 
8u Where did the fire start? 
in a pile of leaves on some oily rags in the garage 
from a campfire 
···-
. _ ....,J 
9. What did the rire chier say? 
there had been plenty of rain lately it had been dry out latel~ 
there wasn't much danger from the fire 
, 'I . 
10. At the end of the day how did Polly feel about Friday the Thirteenth? 
could hardly wait until the next one was afraid of the next one 
thought it had been a:very dull day 
B. Number these sentences from 1 to 4 to show the way they were in the story. 
---
Daddy said he wasn't going to work that day. 
_____ Dan kept the fire from spreading. 
_____ Polly tried to keep bad luck away by picking things up. 
-----
··Polly found the s·urprise. 
c. Match each thing with the place it was found. 
---
the grandfather clock 1. under the apple tree 
2. in th.e lunch box 
the lost red mittens 
3e beside the kitchen door 
____ the playhouse 4. in the lining of her jacket 
5. under the house 
the note to Miss Brown 
--- 6. in the hall 
a pile of burning leaves 7. in the garage 
8. in her jacket pocket 
___ Daddy's hose 
9. back of the playhouse 

· SuillmeT Vacation 
.. ~ --. - .. -·-
·- ~~.~t!_.~:t .. ?t~?:. -~t~?.d __ ~_"?O~~~~ _ ~t 
~?-e ~~~ ~nd .. P.~-~~ures in the window 
of Baker t s Store. 
ttDc you think Father will let us 
go?~ asked Betty. 
-··· ..._ __ ,_.,) 
·-- .. ) .... -----; 
:n _9:t:-_.Y~S , ___ 1~ .. s!:~~ _ ~il~! ·-~~~ Wi~t, 
but I don't ·know about Mother. You 
•-• .,,... ,.,., •-·-- ••' ..,;, ..... _,_. ~· -. ·-v•• ·--- •- ..,.,._.,..,._, __ • -'• -· 
. 
know she doesn't even like Father to 
take moon trips alone~~1 
As the cl?.-~l~e~ .. ~~~k~d _ ~~!?:~ 
~~~¥ _:-:~::~ th~~~~ .. a~.<:~t--~~~ ~ign and 
pictures. ['he sign had read 
SUMMER VACATION ON THE MOON 
..... -·-· .. - .... -- - - .. 
. . 
- CHILDREN CAMP FOR 
~ . -
-
"· 
.. 
8 TO 12 YEARS OLD 
FINE COUNSELORS .. AND :GR9UNDS 
...... _ .... 
ROCKETS LEAvE. EVERY THURSDAY IN JUNE 
Betty had been puzzled about the part 
'· 
Soon the monorail came, and the 
children got ono The car they rode in 
had glass sides and a glass bottomo 
The seats did not sit on the floor, 
. but came down :from the top o:f the em• .. 
It was very quiet inside the car .. 
When they came to their station9 
the children got o:f:f quicklyo The 
moving stairs that took them down to 
street seemed to go very slowlyc 
. . 
At the bottom they got on Walkway 6-R~ 
It was just lik~ a sidewalk, only it 
moved •. _l'falkw~y 6-A took the children 
just two blocks :from their houseo 
When the children got home they 
them in the living roomo Just by 
looking at Fath-er, Betty and Bill kneH 
he had something to tell themo 
Father asked the children to sit 
. , .. .; .. 
down, then he begans 11Last week I saw 
" 1 
I 
I 
l 
\ 
i 
spac,e suitso They were -~ ~~n~ ... ~ -.~alk 
- ; 
f the· camp out from· under the aw~y .X:?Il! _ :~ __ .. ______ _ 
b~g ~'?of.,. B~ll <:ould j-u.-~~ --~~~ _h~self 
taking that -vTalko How exciting it 
would be! 
Before long the children were at 
the mono:r:a~1_station., . -~etty __ ?::?o~e.·?- up 
at her brother and asked~ nWhat ~~~-­
people ride on a long time ago before 
there were monorails? 11 
Bill had to think for a long tim;:: l 
• • ~· J • ;, r• • 
then he -~a~?,- 9_ ~~~e,~~s -~h~y_ I:~d- <?~~ .fl.~~ 
most like our _m.o~~ra~~ ?.~~" _b~! .. ~he.~r 
·cars had li.ttle Hheels at the bottom .. 
• ... • .... ~ • " :_ - -# •• • --. • • • ... • ••• 
The wheels r~n along on little tracks 
. · ..... .- ... -. . . . '• . 
?~ _the grol;illd• The cars were called 
streetcars., tt 
1t Oh z1t cried Bettyo nwouldn 1 t ib 
....... 
- . -
be strange to ride 
.. a.-long right near the 
ground? I'm glad we have monorails up 
in the sky so -.;.re can look down on all 
the houses and parks.,u 
HThank you~ thank you,n cried 
both children at onceo 
'
10h; Bill, ~1 said Betty, nr just 
r ~9.~ this will be the best summer 
ever l u ~ j 
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Christmas With theiEskimos 
I 
Look! Like stars in the sky, 
the colored lights are going on in 
everyhouse in the village. noh, 
-Rudolph! If I could only peek in a 
house window.. I may?' How wonderful ! 
! . 
Rudolph, why is their Christmas tree 
made of paper and put on the wall ?'u 
asked Blitzen, after peeking in a 
window. 
Rudolph replied, nwell, Eskimo 
children don•t have any real green 
trees up here near the North Pole, so 
t?-ey make paper· ones. They paste 
animal pic~ures on bright colored 
paper! too. And se~ ~he tiny Eskimo 
dolls. The doll's buttons are"'cut 
from reindeer horns." 
Blitzen was having just as much 
fun watching from the outside as the 
children were having on the inside" 
\. 
itBlitzen 1 Blitzen l Youtve looked 
. -. ~ . 
long enough~ We must hurry back.. 
; 
You know what tonight is, dontt you?u 
la"Ughed Rudolpp: as he winked and 
pointed his red nose __ toward hom~. O:f 
course Blitzen r~membered -- who could 
forget. This was Christmas Eve. 
!. 
,'l --' 
Up, up~ and away they wen~. 
Over the snow, up through the clouds 
:faster __ th~ the <?old, icy wind to 
Santa t s -workshop •. :,_Their home was in 
a. corner-_ o:f -~ar:tta- 1 s wor~shop. This 
night was the busiest o:f all the ye-ar 
for reindeer. You see tonight was the 
night- that they had to help Santa -
deliver toys. 
As they were flying home, 
the Eskfumos in the little village 
were~getting the frozen reindeer meat 
ready to eat for Christmas morning. 
The Eskimo children were hanging their 
' . 
stockings Bnd cutting out paper candles 
.. --- . 
to paste on their treese They were 
·- -·· -
workin~ so hard that they got very 
hungryo As a special treat mother was 
letting them have small squares o~ 
blubber ana spoon:SfU:l o'f seal oil o 
How they did enjoy their ~east. 
When Blitzen and Rudolph 
~in~lly landed they began to pack 
Santa's sleigh. They didntt mind 
working hard tonight. For every Eskimo 
-girl and boy they were sure to have a: 
pair o~ mukluks o These are .fur-lined 
so.ft shoes that we call slipperso 
Eskimo children wear them around the 
house all the time. Every girl would 
. . -· -
be getting a new doll and every boy 
would be getting a ~ew pieces o~ carved 
ivory~ All-the·se presents made a very 
heavy sleigh :for the reindeer to plillo 
When Christmas morning 
finally came, Blitzen and Rudo~ph 
were very tired but very happyo They 
were all ready t<? join the children 
in playing games. Playing p;ames was 
a very important part.of the Eskimots 
Christmas celebrationo 
After having so much fun the 
·-
reindeer knew why Santa chose to make 
his home up near the North Pole. 
• . -· 
Name 1 2 3 
'."' . 
A Surprise in the Woods 
A. Draw a line :from the words in Column I to ·the words ·in·Colurnn II 
that mean the s.ame thing. 
Column I Column II 
tunic Chine·se homes 
yuan a long braid 
rice cakes a black and white animal 
queue delicious cookies 
Panda Chinese .money 
.· ,.· 
a lady's jacket 
a man t s jacket 
Bo Circle the correct answer to each question. 
1 .. What did Chang and Ching see behind the hut? 
vegetable garden rice :fields woods 
2., How old were Chang and Ching?· 
7 years old 8 years old 9 years old 
3. Why were the children given money? 
- , 
:for helping :rather . •for a sackful of' rice for helping moth r 
4. Where were the children to play? 
around the vegetable garden around the rice fields 
around the hut 
5. Where were their sacks kept?· 
on a peg on a nail on a shelf' 
6. ~ere did they rest? 
by a river by a tree by a stream 
;-" ·. - ~ 
7. How much did the Panda weigh? 
two hundred pQunds four nundred pounds six hundred pounds 
8. What did the Panda like to eat? 
bamboo shoots and vegetables bamboo shoots and leaves 
vegetables and leaves 
9. How must father have felt when he thought the children were lost? 
angry frightened a ad 
10. How did the Panda use his stomach? 
·for a pillow for a, fork for a plate 
Co Number these sentences from 1 to 5 to show the way they were in 
the story. 
---
Father forgot to scold the boys. 
---
Mother and Father went to the village. 
Chang arid Ching stopped to rest. 
---
Chang and Ching filled their sacks with rice cakes •. 
---
The Panda licked Chang's faceo 
• 
Name 1 2 3 
The Sultan and.the~Gout 
A. Circle the correct answer to each question. 
1. Who owned the goat? 
a rich old lady a poor old lady 
2e What was the goat looking for? 
something to. wear something to drink 
3. What did the goat find in xhe pasture? 
a s~i~y gold coin a gold treasure 
4. Who came walking through the pasture? 
a poor young lady- ···· 
something to eat 
a dollar bill 
the poor old lady the Sultan of the Land the P?Or young lad 
5o What did the Sultan do with -the coin? 
took it. away gave it to the goat left it in the pasture 
6. Where did the Sultan go? 
to Baba' s house through the pasture to the palace 
7. What did the Sultan do to the goat? 
gave him the coin left him alone had him tied to a post 
8. How did the goat get free? 
pulled the rope chewed the rope bit the Sultan 
9o Why did the men decide to tie the Sultan? 
he had fine clothes he had g66d food he had a fine palace 
.Oo How did Ba:ba. get the coin? 
.from the men . ·.from ·the SUltan ·. · from the goat 
B. Number these sentences from 1 to 5 to show the way they were in the story • 
The goat found the coin. 
--- • . 
_____ The Sultan rewarded the goat. 
----
The Sultan marched to the palace. 
----
The Sultan called to the guard. 
_____ The goat was looking for something to eat. 
C • Write ttYEs it on the -line if the sentence is right. Write nNon on the line 
if the-sentence is wrong. 
The Sultan was an old fat man. 
---
The Sultan was wearing old clothes. 
The Sultan went to a near room at the palace. 
The goat chewed on the rope f.or a short time. 
----
The Sultan said, nl will reward you and Baba. tt 
j 

The Sultan and the Goat 
• ~ .... oN .J-- ..., • .. oO... - _.,. ,.., ' 'oo-, ,, , O•o o•-•o -H ••• • --- --
Once upon a time there lived a 
-'-"-~· ·-·~·--· _._ ... ____ _ 
Y.~~Y. ~<;:o~--o~~-1~~7 nam~?-_!3ab~ __ who ha:.d 
:::?~h~ng in t~~ _world except ~m~. ~i ttle 
SS?~t_.- This goat was in the pasture 
-
.. -· --- -.. -· - ~ -
one day, looking for something to eat, 
··-··-· ... .. - ~ ... ··--· -~--- ... ---~ .. .. - - ---
~h~?-. ~::d~~U.~Y~ ~l?-_::-t sho10ld -~e--~~~~--5>?-t 
~ .. ~~i!lY._ ~ol.~ -~oi.~ l_ ·-- N_?~ i ~--~a:PR~n.ed 
that. just then an old fat man came 
______ ....... -· ----- ----------· - ·---~ ___ , ____ ... --
~~o.ng_. __ :~ H~ _:was c ~?:?:~d-~JJ.~ .?.~1 ~a.~_ 9~­
~~-~ ~8:~~"-~d.h.~ .. c~e ... ~-~lk~nf?_ t~-~~~ 
~1?-e_R~_s,t~~-we~ing some. _v__e_r:_y bright 
... -- -
colored clothes. The Sultan saw the 
coin shining there, in the pasture and 
he said to the little goat, tt.Goat, 
give me that coin in 
The little goat said, uNo, I will 
'") ' 
give the coin to Baba:, for she is in-
deed very pooro u 
::' 
Then the Sultan took the coin 
away .from the little goat and he 
marched o.ff' to the palace. 
The goat was re~dy to cry, but 
he li.fted his he~d hi~ and hurried 
a.fter the Sultan. He ran into the 
Sultan's pasture and he cried, .u_Give 
me back my coin!n 
'What a noise l The Sultan.o.f the 
-Land clapped his ·hands t~ his ears~-
·- --
and he ran as .fast ~s 'i1e 'coU:ld. to the 
.farthest room in his great ·palace .. 
But the goat .followed him and once 
more cried, 'it Give :rrie back my coin ftt 
The Sultan got very angry, so ~e 
called to a guard and said3 nGet this 
goat_ out o.f here and tie him to a 
post. 11 As soon as the guards le.ft, 
.., - . 
the goat chewed on the rope until he 
was .free. 
When the goat was .free" he went 
back to Baba and told the poor old 
'· 
lady of his finding the gold coin 9 
and of the Sultan of the Land taking 
it from himo They were both very sado 
Later some men had visited the 
Sultan at his palace, and· upon seeing 
him dressed in such fine clothes 
decided to tie him with a rope and 
. . . -
rob him and leave him by the roado 
Soon after that the goat was out 
looking for something to eat along 
the road. He saw the Sultan tied to 
a pos·t. The Sultan said to the goat, 
:itpiease untie me., for if you do: I 
will reward you and Babao ~~ 
The goat chewed and chewed on 
the rope for a long time.. At last 
the Sultan was freeo 
The Stil tan kept his promise and 
gave the coin to Babao Both Baba and 
the goat went to live in the palaceSJ 
•· 
and ther-e lived happily ever after. 
Cir,cle the c®rr,ect answer tG each question. 
1. Who owned the goat? 
a rich old lady a poor old lady 
a poor young lady 
2,,What was the goat looking for? 
something to wear something to drink 
something to eat 
3. What did the goat find in the pasture? 
a shiny gold coin a gold treasure 
a dollar bill 
4, Who came walking through the pasture? 
the poor old lady the Sultan of the land 
the poor young lady 
5, What did the Sultan do with the coin? 
took it away gave it to the goat 
left it in the pasture 
6, Where did the Sultan go? 
to Baba 1 s house through the pasture to;.d ... 
to the pasture 
7. What did the Sultan do to the goat? 
gave him the coin left him alone 
had him tied to a post 
8. How ~id the goat get free? 
pulled the rope chewed the rope bit the Sultan 
9, Why dfud the men decide to tie the Sultan? 
he had fine clotheB he had good food 
he had a fine palace 
The Sultan was an old fat :r:nan. 
. -·,·~--~.:~i*i 
:·<7*~ 
;-~~ ··. ' . " . "-'"'--""''".The Sul.tan was wearing old clothes •. · 
' "" ·, ., -'1:'"'- =. , 
.... ,~~~>>. Tne Sultan went to a near room at the paJka~r~i 
., . 
'''-'·''-·'- The goat che1-t.ed on the rope_ ·for a short iFi:m~i 
'''''·'" The Sultan said;. 1~I will reward you and Ba,;:1:)a.·t 
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A Surprise in the Woods 
Chang and Ching were ~win bro-
thers a They lived in a little hut 
in far off China. On one side of the 
hut were their father t s rice fields o 
On the other side was a.vegetable 
- . ..- . 
garden. Behind them were deep woodso 
Chang and Ching. were just like 
American boys. They played together, 
they went to school, and sometimes 
they were-naughty just like you l 
The twins were eight years olda 
Each wore long cotton pants with_ 
short jackets. Each .of- them had .. his 
hair in a long braid-which is callBd 
a queue<> 
Their father was a rice farmer. 
He raised rice in their own fields. 
Father dressed like Chang arid Ohingo 
Mother wor<ked in tli"e '·hut-~ She wore 
long trous~rs and a long cotton 
jacket which is called a tunico 
Sometimes 9 when Father had 
broken rice .or extra rice he could 
not sell 9 Mother would make delicious 
little cakes. 
Chang and Ching liked to help 
Father at rice=picking time. They 
would carry their sacks over their 
backs. For every sackful of rice 
Father gave them a few yuan which is 
Chinese money~ Sometimes Mother 
would give them rice cakes. 
.. - ..... -·-
~hey were very happy childreno 
Only one thing sometimes made them 
just a little unhappy. They were 
never to go into the woods. 
One warm sunny day Mother and 
Father had gone to the village to 
sell .the r.ice., They told the boys 
to stay around the hut., Chang and 
Ching said they would be good boys 
and play around the hut all day. 
Just as soon as Mother and 
Father had gone, however, Chang 
turned to Ching and said, nching, 
let's go on an adventure. Let's go 
into the woodsou 
-:-:-, ..., 
and Father told us to stay near the 
hut. ~t 
nwe can be back before they 
.... 
co~e,:n answered Chang. 11Dontt be 
-. 
such a baby 0 ·u 
"Well a all right ,n said Ching. 
They went into the hut and took 
their s a.cks off a nail. Then they 
filled them with rice cakes and even 
the crumbs left in the cake chestct 
And off they went into the woods. 
Now what they didn't know was that 
Chang r s sack had a hole in ito Mother 
forgot to fix it$ and cake crumbs kept 
falling out o 
Soon they came to a nice place 
in the woods~where ther~ was a little 
streamo They were tired and so they 
stopped to re"s_t.o When they opeited 
their sacks Chang 1 s was almost empty 
an~ he started to cryo So Ching gave 
him some of his rice cakes. Arter 
they had eaten, they drank some water 
from the stream and lay down for a 
napo 
Suddenly Chang felt something 
wet on hi5 face. He woke up and 
looked right into the face of a great 
big black and white animal., Chang 
gave a loud cry and woke Ching upo 
The animal must have weighed two 
hundred pounds o His funny little 
black ears wiggled above a white face. 
Two black eyes looked out from be= 
hind black patcheso His white coat 
was shining~ and on his feet were 
black stockingso 
Chang tried to jump up but he 
couldnito Ching~ however, saw that 
all the animal was trying to do was 
to lick the rice cake crumbs from 
Changi s face. 
Ching started to laugh. He took 
the rest of the rice cakes out of his 
·sack and held them up to the animal 
wlio sniffed at them and ate them. 
Then Ching said~ nnon't be 
9.f~aid~ Chang., Thi~ is one of' those 
pandas Father told us about. .He 
won l t 'hurt us ·.u 
So the two ~oys fed the panda 
the rest of the cakes and played with 
him. 
Soon it began to grow dark. The 
boys decided it was time to go homeG 
_/ They wanted to take the panda with 
them. 
nYou lead the way and I will 
. 
i'ollow,n said Ohingo 
But Chang did not know the way 
either. They were lost and ai'raido 
.Sudd~nly they both turned, and what 
.. , 
do you think they saw? 
The panda had found the trail of' 
rice cake crumbs and was eating his 
way along it ! The boys followed him 
and came right to the door of' their 
huto 
. ... - . -·- -
And standing there was Fatliero 
He was waiting :for them~ He had 
. .. . -
thought they were lost and had been 
frightened. When he saw the panda 
... 
though, he was so surprised that he 
i' or got t 0 13 c 'old the two ''boys 0 
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When the twins told him how the·, 
panda had led them home, Father gave ""'~-
him some bamboo shoots and vegetables 
to eat because th~y are his favo~~te 
foods.· Oh, and some rice cakes of 
course l 
The panda turned over on his back 
~nd put the food on his stomach. He 
then began to stuff the food into his 
mouth with both paws. How they all 
laughed v.~en they saw this. The boys 
_thought it was such a good trick that 
the~. wanted to keep the panda for a 
pet. 
Father said no because a panda r s 
home is in t'he woods, so they let him 
go. But to this day, he always comes 
back for rice cakes. 
:-:'·- ~ ~-':·---.:-~.~~--·. 
·.:. 
Name 1· 2 3 
•~ . 
. 
Surn:m.er Vacation 
A. Match each name with the things the person dide 
Betty 
. ··-:~· 
Bill- Mother Father 
1 .. saw signs and pictures 
2o talked about the moon vacation 
3 () waited in the living r_oom 
4., told about the pictures 
B. Number these sentences from 1 to 5· to show the way they were in the stor , 
The children rode on a monorail. 
The children were thinking about the signs and pictures as the 
---
. walked along .. 
The children rode on Walkway 6-A. 
---
Bill told Betty about streetcars. 
Bill could just see himself taking a walk in a ~pace suit. 
---
C. Write nYEstt on the line if the sentence is right. Write 11N0 11 on the lin 
if the-sentence is wrongo 
The children saw the pictures in a bakery store window. 
---
The camp was for children 6 to 12 years old. 
---
--....--
Counselors means that there are nice things to do ·right at camp. 
The monorail car had glass sides and a glass bottom~ 
--- • 
The children were going to leave the first Thursday in. July. 
. Name 1 2 3 
An-Indian Treasure 
A. Circle the correct answer to each question~ 
1 .. What season of the year -was it? . ' 
autumn spring summer 
2 • .Where were Jack and his family going? 
out to the West up to the mountains to the seashore 
3. What did Jack want to fin,d? 
gold a. treasure an arrowhead 
4. What did Jack do to help with the lunch? 
built a fire set the table got things re~dy 
5. What did Jack think he had found? 
a trout an arrowhead gold. 
. . .. . . . 
6. What did Mother want to buy? 
baskets a blarlket beads: 
7. Of what was the arrowhead made? 
flint ford tin 
8. What was the place in the river called where Indians crossed? 
. . 
ferry a bridge a ford 
9e Who was it that Jack met? 
and Indian chief an Indian guide an Indian squaw 
.10~ Where was it that they stopped to buy things? 
. . .. ·. 
a General Store an Indian Reservation a Trading "Post 
B. Number these sentences from 1 to 5 and 6 to 10 to show the way they. were 
in the story. • 
Jack decided to explore the rocks .• 
Jack waited all year to go on a i;rip. 
Jack found a strange rock. 
---
The faml.ly was riding beside a river. 
______ The sun was shining on a trout. 
Jack met an Indian. 
Jack was happy with his arrowhead. 
The Indian told Jack a story. 
The family came to an Indian Reservation. 
_____ Mother looked at lovely hand made things. 
• 

THE FIRST BOY IN SPACE 
Today was the day that all the people 
on earth had wal!lted to comeo Up to now no 
- ". 
man c<?uldf'Ty il11 spaceo There had been big 
rockets that could go there, but they_went 
with no riders for they were not saf'e~ 
At the airport"the ground crew was bu~y 
se~in~ that the bi~ rocket was set to goo 
Ohg_Looki The f'irstspace rider is not a 
maE. .. It t.s Tommy Hall.il the best boy f'J;y.er 
. 
on earth. 
Captain" Joe -v1ent over the plans with 
-·· '-
TOIIliDy-_ for th:e last time .. "Do a· good jobjl 
') ' 
Tommy. We knort we can. count on youF"said 
Captain ·Joe .. 
Tommy's :family was there.il..;too .. 
·. 
nGood·-by,. Tl said .Mother and Father ... ttcome 
., "~ back soon .. It 
. ,
ttGood..:by, tt " said Susan and Jack. nLet us 
...,l 
1 
know how it is on the other side or the 
Moon., 11 
Up went Tommy to the top of' the space 
rocket9 He got into his seat 9 put on his 
space hatr and was all set to ,go~ 
At just the right time, Captain Joe gave 
tl)_e sign and the count=down began., Five;J 
four~ three 9 two 9 one., Rockets Away~ 
Fire jumped from the tail of' the rocket 
- -
as it shot high into the sky~ In two minutes 
it shot up 50 miles~ 
Faster and faster it went~ Far away from 
the earth. The first boy in space was on his 
way to the Moon"" 
you hear me?" 
l'Yes 9," shouted To11J11IY 9 "I hear you but you 
sound so far awayotl 
lli am right here., Get up quick~ Tommy. 
2 
You will be la"ie for school," said Father .. 
ttWhat?' School?"· asked Tommy~ 11 0h.s> I 
' 
'~ 
must have been asleep o It was just a dream£ 
. 
Oh,. Fathe?:9 what ~ f~y dream I had~,tt 
At bre·a::J:tfast ~o:rnrny talked only about his 
f'unr.ry dream., But· at school he was so busy 
that he forgot all about it~ 
Just before it was time to go home ~ss 
White asked if some boy or girl wanted to 
tell a storyo ~ommy put up his hand and 
asked,. 11Iifiss white; may I tell about a 
funny d;eam I ·had this m;rning? 11 
all about it .. rf 
~t ... 
He told· t-he·· rtory- just· ·as· it· was in his 
dreamo -Wherr he· stDppediJ the children :asked 
so ·many·~ t-hings o 
11Did you ge~- t-o the Moo:m.? What did you 
find ·there? How did you .. get /.b-ack? Did it 
take long?" they askedo 
/") 
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Tommy could not tell ~or he did not 
know., 
ttMaybe I will dream again tonight;n 
said Tommy o 11 M:aybe I will get to the end 
o~ my dream ana find out what it is like 
to be the ~irst boy in space~" 
4 

1tn Indian Treasure 
-.. ..... - p - •• '"' ~- , 
School was out, vacation had be-
~--;- --~~~s -~~~r! _the ~ur:un-~r _ c!B:?k _h~d 
:t:~~!:- ~~i~~X:~ . .f.' or __ f()~-- a __ w?:()l~ *Y.e~ ___ was 
here at last. I.t was time now for 
:9:~~::~ t:r:~~--- o~~ -~~-st. Jack and h~s __ . __ _ 
family were going on a trip out through 
.. ~-"" ---- .... 4., ·-· ~! -- _ ... ·-- .. - .. 
Indian country. 
If .only I can :find some real 
-~4 ~- .. ""'"""~- ..... _ ... __ ..,..,. ____ .....,. --~- .... -- \o.ooo..~-- _ ........ ~- ---~-
Indian treasures thought Jack as they 
• ..,. ___ ._ .. l.,o.i. 
rode along. 
- One day around noon they were 
-- --~ -- -~ ~ --- .... -- -·- __ , __ .. ~- ----- -- ~.,..:.. --- .. -~ ..... -- -·- -~- ... ...,. ....... 
riding along beside a sparkling blue 
_ .... _ .. - .... - .. ""' •"' ·--~- -·- ,..;. ......... ..,~- --·~ ..... - ...;. ... ~- ... -.....-- - ... _ .. 
J?iver. It was a perfect place for a:_ 
... -- .~..~..,.""".) .;.. ~· -~----·- .. _- ....... .... ......... - ...;_ .. -..:. .... .... ___ . 
picnic-,. s.e they stopped :for lunch~ 
-~--- .. ...,,.·.,.· .... -......... ---~ ...... - _ .......... ·~ ..... ~ ...... _ ......... ----..--- ...... -..;-... ~-- ...... 
~~£~_:built th~--~~=::~ ::~g~ .his mother 
began to get things ready. 
-.., ........... ~... . ........ ....... 
··--..tff'ter lunch was over Jack decided 
------ .,.., .. -·-~---- - -"'-'- ·• · .. -... - .. ~ 
to- .. e-xplore-- the: -rocks that led down te> 
__ ,. ....... ;, _,.,.._,., ~ .: ...... .; ......... ~ . 
the river banks. !Phere were many 
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After looking around for a while 
Jack was waiting for his mother to 
choose a blanket., Since all the blan-
kets were .hand made by the Indians 
they were very lovely. ·So it was tak-
ing her quite a while to decide., 
While he was waiting Jack met an 
old Indian guide o .Jack showed him. his 
... , ·- ,.; _. -- .... ~- ~ ... -- - . . . 
good luck stone., The old Indian was 
.15~~?-1?;!-X s~p_rised., ~What do you 
suppose Jack had? 
A re.al arrowhead made of chipped 
flint• Jack wondered how an arrowhead 
could even have gotten down by the 
.... -- . ~~ .. ·• ... 
river~ so the old Indian told him., 
Right on the banks of that river 
.... _. ~-p ·--•o.-· .... -·~ .. -. . •. ---- __ , "' 
Indians once roamed 1 hunted and fought 
--+ --- ............ , .. ·- . ., ... - ... - . -- . " -· .... 
battles:., Also there used to be a ford 
--- ..... .. 
Many:; many an 
Indian had driven his horse through 
there., So it was very possible that 
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J!:n Indian Treasure 
School was out 9 vacation had be-
~--:- --~~i.s -~~-~r!_~he ~~~r- -!13.~k _h~d 
been waiting .for f'or a whole year was 
...... __ ~-... .. - - - ... ··- ..... • ·~ . . ...• -- .... ~ ..• '* •• - - •• ¥ 
here at last. It was time now .for 
Jack and his 
f~~~l; ~~:~ ___ f??9~ng on a trip out through 
Indian country. 
If' ,only I can find some real 
... ·~·" ·-·-.11.·.· ............ - -'"···--...... ---- '-' lo-:·-
Indian treasures thought Jack as they 
... ___ _:- .. w • 
rode along. 
- . One- day around noon they were 
--------5'""" _ .... ·~-·--·- .. -.-- .. -· ....... ---- -- ...... _.,.._,. ........ ----::...11 -~--..J-• 
riding· along beside a sparkling blue 
_ ... _ t' ---- .. ".. ~'* .. :•--" -- ,..;.. --- ... ___ , ....... - ..- _,..._ ... ,..,. -- - ..;_,. 
n-iver. It w.as a perf'ect place f0r a. 
............ _ ........ , . .,..) .:...-' _.._ ____ ,._ .. __ ...,_.., _____ - , __ ... --: ..... _. ___ __ 
p~~~i~~~- -~~ ~!:-~Y- ~~'?PR~~--~o~-~~~~-! __ _ 
.Jack built the f'ire while his mother 
....... __ :.., ___ ..... . ------· ................ ___ -. 
began. to get things ready. 
·--Mter lunch was over Jack decided 
-- .... _ .... -~·" -·-~ ......... - ...,....,._ -· · .. -... ·- .... .,... 
:to .. e-xplore-- the: -r0eks that led down tQ 
_,...;._;, _..,.._""' .., ......... 4;- -....,.; .. 
the river banks. !.rhere were many 
interesting and different things 
. - .. - ~ . " .. ·- ~. -~ .. - ..... ... ··- .. 
hidden in the rockso 
Suddenly Jack was bli~~~d _?Y _ ~-- .. 
bright flash of light e A ray of sun-
.,. . ·- ""' - . '~ .. -. . . .. . ·- -.. -··· -· - ..... - ---· ...,. .. -~ 
light was shining on something down 
--· • '"•- .. - • .,. -' ............ # ... -- • ._, ••• ...,.._ ._,_.,.. 
in a small hole between two rockso 
- , _____ ,,...,~.,~ ___ .. - ..... ~ .... - ... --~~- -· .,. .. _-_. ... 
Gold for sure thought. Jack., 
.A:f~e~_.c~ef~~Y ~~i!:l~ .. h~~ ~~! 
to the shining s_pot . .Jack saw it was 
- . .... --~ ___ .• _,..,....... . .. · ......... -----· ...... ..,_. -- -----~- ·""·· ... 
only the sunbeams dancing on.. the back 
"" - ~ - . . . . . .. ~ ·- -- - .. -- . ,.; ..... .. . .· . - . "" .... -. - - --- -. - .. 
~~"'-~.pretty trouto Such a d;i.sappoint-
menta 
_ ...... -- -----.--· ....... .., ~ ....... __ ···--·-· ~ .. _...,· 
As Jack made his way back up to 
. -~ '-"- __ .. - .. ' .... ... ·-· ___ .,. ._ ·- ·- ~ .............. .- ... 
~h~-,~~r h~s ..f~?o~ .. ~~r!-:-c~ .. ~9~e~~~~. 
sl:t~I?~ It ~!:.~ ~~Y.. .. !: .. :P_~e.~,~-91.: r_?.ei:• 
Because it w_~~- .a_ strange ~~ap~. J.:~ck 
decided to keep it just for luck& 
Luck it was too! For. their next 
..;.-~- ...... ~, ... ·.~- .. _~----- _,; ................... . 
s:top was at an old fashioned Tr.ading 
-•- ,,.,.~• :,, ............. ~.,a··-- -• ~~·.I,. 
Post beside an Indian Reservation$ 
f 
' 
t 
After looking around for a while 
( 
_,,. Jack was waiting f'or his mother to 
choose a blanketo Since all the blan-
kets were hand made by the Indians 
they were very lovely. ·So it was tak-
ing her quite a while to decide., 
'While he was waiting Jack met an 
old Indian guide., Jack showed him his 
.,., ·- .,.! _. -- ....... - ~ ··-- ·--~ • • •.• .. 
good luck stone., The old Indian was 
~~?-~~X s~p_rised., What do you 
suppose Jack had? 
A real arrowhead made of chipped 
flint • .Jack wondered how an arrowhead 
could even have gotten down by the 
..... -- . ~- . , . -"' - .. - ... - - ~ -... 
river~ so the old Indian told himo 
Right on the banks of that river 
.... ____ .. _ ... .._, ... ·.-~ .... '' ~<o-•-A•-- ~ 
Indians once roamed.t hunted and fought 
_r .. --- ,,, ··•"'-•- • ' - ••· ·• - • 
battles:., Also there used to be a ford 
-- .... , 
rignt at that spoto Many a many an 
. ·- .. ".. --- ·- --,.- .... '" ..... 
Indian had driven his horse through 
there., So it was very possible that 
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while traveling the ford~ or perhaps 
• '., ¥¥ •••• 
even durin& ~om~ -~a~~~e, some Indian 
had lost an arrowhead. 
~nd Ju.:=~t think a.:fter all t.J:le_s~. 
y~~~ it wa~ .. st~l?- there ~-~:' _.J~<?.~- to 
find. H~ _sur~=.tY_~e~~ .~~ _11~?-.found the 
best o:f.all Indian treasures. 
f 
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QUESTIONS 
Ne.rn. 
-~,ad eac1a questie:m.. Pu.t a:m. (X) 
le, Where di<i Jim ge? 
r0dee· 
__,__circua 
st0re 
metliu.er 
--sister 
-f'ather 
3. Hew did the- r0deo begin? 
:fu.erse 
--pa.ra.d.e 
-----tcewb~y 
4. What was t~e f'un:m.iest part ef' tme smew? 
parade ' 
--..:wilGi herse 
steer repimg centest 
--
bull 
--r®pe 
--recdee 
6. wtlat d.id tla.e cl0Wlil.3 d® t® t:P.e bulls? 
tease 
....::-..... ,. ...... ,;;;..,·; lai t 
__ repe 
7o wme tried te catch the clewns? 
•• 
" 
THE RODEO 
]. 2 3 B 
- - ·-· - .. 
-·. ·- - -·- ---
8. What will Jim be s0med•y? 
C®Wb®y 
-.spacema:m. 
~f'irema.:m. 
9o Where will Jim live? 
h.®rse 
--para.de 
ra.ncla 
10. Hew will Tem get out west? 
ca.r 
--a.irpla:ne 
herse 
Write the c®rrect :m.umber be~iGI.e.the sent~:ace tha.t tell! what ha.ppe:med 
.first, sec~na<il, tlair<i andl .fourth, 
---
The redee started with a paradeo 
____ Semeday Jim is geing to be a CGWbGy. 
Jim went te the redee with his f'a.ther • 
. 
____ The .funniest part of' the show was tlae bull riding centest. 
Match the f'®ll®win.g by putting the cer.rect letter in the bla.:mk next te 
the n a.:nae •. 
Jim 
T:Jae e l®Wl!l.S 
Fa.t:bler 
--
a~ will repe steers ®R kis ra.:mck. 
Co triecl. te catch. • steer with a repe. 
do will i'ly eut te tlae raRcli in his 
airpla.J.ae., · 
f'. will have Jfifi!l~w'he:tt::':"ffiy a.r..e big. 
g., began. with. a paradeo 
QUESTIONS 
ANN SAVES THE DAY 
Name 
-------------------------------------------------
1 2:: 3' B 
'" - .. ~ - _, ... 
.- ,· .' 
-..J --- --· 
2. wke111. JIDe wa~ wai ti:rug f~r .Altl!l, wl:aat was ~h.e gettilag? 
. . doll· t.Rd dell ca.rria.ge ~a.t and ceat . , 
. 'baseball a:rn.d "!Da.t,. 
-
4• Did tke boys like te play bas e.ball with. girl~? 
1110 
--
. s®metimes 
· yes 
5. Wl:it1tt Gl.id J®e lil.a.ve tlilat wa.~ Rew? 
- .. ~-·<:o."" 
a baseball ~uit ~. ba.~eball 
a bat 
6. ·IDla.t wa~ AlUl @lflflilg wJaen tke ball get lest? 
- ·---::P layil11g 
. sleepiE.g 
--wa tclllilag 
7• Wk• Jait the lil®merum? 
zi = 
Beb 
G 
'"·"· "<"' '1f"-. ,. : - -
' 
8. Wha.t stepped tke &ell carriage rrem mevi•g? 
< . 
tlile grass · 
--t·:ro.e dell-
----tfue baBeball 
10~ W.at ~id tke beys sa.y te ARm at the e~a ef tke stery? 
· 
11De:m. 1 t ceine aga.ili1~n 
-----,! T1la.nk yeu. tt -~ ·· · _ . 
!Y eu are a geed girl. 11 
---
Write tlae ct>rrect number besitde tfue sentence t:l:itat tells wlaa.t happe:med 
first, seee:m.a$ tkira ana r®urtko 
__ TJne -b®ys were :i®t Jaappy a.beut tkiso Tlaey aid m®t .. 
Wll.mt • .girl wa. ~~)i.ilil.g tlil.em. 
___ ·Ome Sa.:t?urda.y Bitb wa.i te<il fer .Jee to get- ready. 
__ Jee puBEI.ecl. l:ta.r<il. TJaem lil.e leeke<il @!.eWE. •. A:a<il tkere it waa .. 
___ SeeN. Alilm. beca.riie tire<d er wa. tclil.i:m.g" $ke •:·la.y aew:a em. tJiu.e 
grass and weRt ts sleepo 
·Match. t:Jn.e .fellowi:m.g by puttiE.g tJae cerreet letter iR tlae blank 'M.ext te 
.the Dame& 
Jee 
--
AJUJ. 
--
Metlner 
-~-
Tlne beys 
---
Tke baseball 
---
a. wa.s l•st ila tke gra.se. 
b., tl!ua.:m.ke<i hlll. 
®o 1U.~ • big sister :m.amed 
m.. ailii lil®t like AIUlo 
- -·. . ··:·· 
eo watclaei tk~ ga~eo 
f. ka<il a. mew baseball. 
1., weRt te tlae stere. 
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It's Just My Luck 
:llWhat 's the matter with you, 
Polly?'f asked Dan.. HYou act like you 
,_ -
have the seven-year itch !n 
Polly kept moving busily about 
--
the house. 'uMaybe you don 1 t care what 
happens tomorrow,-11 she told her brother. 
"But I, :for one, plan to be prepared.u 
11Aw, Poll, you don't really be-
-· .......... · .... .. 
lieve that stu:ff about Friday the 
Thirteenth, do you?n asked her brother. 
1t~ere's_ notJ;-i:q_g to it .. It's just 
superstition." 
i 1I don't care h t D w a you say, an. 
I think it's unlucky. I'm going to 
make sure that there won't be open 
drawers to bump into or skates on the 
stairs. It's just my luck to have the 
worst things happen to me ln 
Just before she went to bed that 
night Polly pulled her window shades 
d~wn. 1'Friday the Thirteenth may be 
a mean-looking day, 11 she said, ttand I 
don't· want to see what it 1 s like until 
The first thing happened before 
. ~ . ··~ . -
break:fs:.st. Polly looked at the tall 
.. 
grandfather clock in the hall and 
called, ·noh, Mother, I slept too late! 
I'll miss the school bus!» 
But Mother just laughed. 
.. 
Did-
n't I tell you, Polly?" she asked. 
-· .. 
'•That cloclr stopped last night. It 
has to be fixed." 
At breakfast Polly was surprised 
that Daddy was.n't wearing his blue 
-unii'orm with the gold buttons. 11Are-
n1t you going to work today?n she 
asked. 
t 
f . 
~. l ! I . 
£ ~ 
t 
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Daddy's eyes twinkled, nNot today, 
Chicken!u he said. "I have a very 
important job to do here this morning. 
Do yo~ want me to drive you to school?n 
nNo thank you,n said Polly. nr 
dontt~think you shotild dr~ve yo~ car 
.-. 
at all on, Friday the Thirteenth.n 
All day long Polly wore a long face. 
No matter .how many-- go.od things ··hap-pened, 
she felt that the worst was yet to come. 
Because it was the first really 
cold day, __ ~olly wore her winter jacket. 
--
wnen she put her hands in the pockets 
- -. . 
to keep them warm, she was almost happy 
·- -
to find a big hole. But as she reached 
deep into the lining she found her 
f:avorite~ red mittens that -she had lost 
_the· winter before. 
Th~t's the way things seemed to go 
'·· 
all day. It often would look as though 
.• 
Polly was about to have some bad lucko 
Then suddenly the bad would change to 
good • 
.As she came into her room at school 
she remembered that Miss Brown had said 
she.t d have to bring a note f'rom her 
moth?r f'or being out of' school on Tues-
day., .. Of' course she had f'orgotten the 
note l But at lunch time she f'ound the 
note saf'e in her lunch boxa 
.. -
When she got home again and saw 
what Daddy had been working .on, she 
f'orgot all her worries. Under the 
apple tree was the start of a lovely 
playhouse. 
Polly ran to the -kitchen· door. 
~~other l Daddy·!11 she calledo 11Is 
it f'or Dan and me?n 
·~ -· . . - . -· 
But Mother and Daddy weren it home., 
A note :On the table said; nwe '11 be 
' i 
home from the store in about 15 minutes. 
Did you find the surprise? Happy Friday 
the Thirteenth fil 
Just then Polly smelled smoke. 
:She r~ t'o the kitchen door.. Back of 
the playhouse was a b~g)ile · of leaves 
and it was burning fast. The wind blew 
the rfre closer and closer to the new 
playhouse. 
- . ' --
How could she put out the fire and 
-
save· the playhouse without ·-:h'e.lp? If 
she tried to carry pails of' water from 
the house' it would take too long. The 
~ire would get ahead. of her. 
She heard bike wheels on the drive-
way. ~D~ sh.outeci, nit's ·~ucky it's not 
blowing toward the garage. How did it 
start?1' 
tt,Never mind that -- I don't know. 11. 
. ""!. . 
Suddenly Polly had an idea -- the 
~~ . -· 
garage l Daddy kept the hose there. 
11You hook up the hose, Dan !n she 
cried. 1ti 'll run in and call the Fire 
Department. n 
Dan and the ·hose kept the fire 
from spreadinge Later when the firemen 
had put out the flames the chief said 
that Pollyrs quick thinking had saved 
more than the playhouse. 
11It has been pretty dry out lately 
and that wind could spread the fire in 
no time. You might have lost your 
garage and maybe even the house 1n 
That night as they were getting 
ready for bed Polly said to Dan, "I'm 
not going to worry about Friday the 
Thirteenth again. This has been the 
most exciting day in my life! I can 
hardly ~ait to see what will happen on 
the next one.n 
1L 
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ANN SAVES TEE DAY 
Joe and Bob were very good friends, 
E.y~ry Sa tu!day they played base ball with 
their friends at the baseball field~ 
·; ·. 
·One Saturday Bob wai t_ed f_or Joe to get 
ready. 
.. 
·. 
11 Huri•y.P, Joe;,." called Bobo "I don't want; 
~· ~ ~ 
to be late for the gameoJr 
") -: 
I 
- " 
11I'm coming.;" -said· Joec. ''T .have my new 
L 
""'t...... "'"'I ., ~ .. 
?,~s-8-ball .. - I'm~·: jus! wait-ing f·o-r··:my-little· 
.-:- .... 
sister Ann .. She is getting her doll and doll 
. . 
carriage~" . 
. . :-> 
11 I· s-· s-he·cr~:ri:rl:ti~-with· us Joe?'t asked :Bob •. 
. ~ ~ 
. ~· .. ;~ 
nyou:. know· !l:rat'-·t-he h?ys ·will not play 
.. 
baseball with.a ,girl~ You better leave her 
homeo 111 
11 I ca:rr'-t$" sai-d J'oe., "Mother went to 
~ ... ,... ') 
the- B!o-r~·~e:rrd:'-I have '\·cr take· c:are .of' Ann. 
:She Cfifl Sit on the grass and watch llS"lplayO'UI 
I 
I 
!" 
! ~ 
When Joe, Bob, a~~ Ann got to ~he 
baseball field, the boys on the team asked 
Joe why he brought Ann_wi~h·h:t?r; J"()e torcr 
them~ The boys were not happy about this. 
The~ did not want a girl watching themo But 
there was nothing they could do about it, 
11 Come, Ann," said J"oe. 1!Si t here in the 
grass and play with your doll. :Be a good girl.t1 
Then Joe_showed the boys his baseball. 
uLet l s see who can hit·-· the· first· homerun 
with Joe~s new baseball," said Bob. 
The boys began to play. Ann watched .them 
hit the ball and run. They played and played 
and played. 
Soon Ann became tired ot watching. She 
lay on the grass and went to sleep. 
"~f'ter a short time Ann'heard someone 
calling her. 
nAnn, Ann,n said J"oe. ffWa):re upo We are 
.., -
2 
J~. 
goi.n~ home now. tt 
11 Is the game over, Joe?" asked Ann. 
I~ 
~No,~ said Joe. Tom hit a homerun and we 
. ~·- ~ • 1. 
can't ~ind my new ball. We looked and looked~ 
We have to go home now to tell Motherou 
ttoh, Joe,H said Ann. "What are you going 
to d~? Yo~r n~w baseball is lost~u 
Then Joe said sadly, 1tyes my new bas-ball 
is l;;st.n· 
.... __ 
Ann and ,Joe began walking through the 
i 
~~ss-e-Ann ~as pushing her doll carriage and· 
.Joe was- very sad., 
All:--crf a-· sudd:en-, An.n:-1--s ··doll· C'ar:riage 
(' 
stopped. Ann pushed ind pushed but it would 
not move. 
ttHelp me, Joe," cried Ann .. 11·~ ~oll 
""\. _,. ') ("') '"")_ .. ' 
carriage will not move when I push it." 
Joe pushed hard~ Then he looked downc 
~. 
And ·there it wa.s .. 
"Leokl ttr shouted Joe. nHy ne'lil bas eballl" 
The boys came running. 
They_ shouted, 'tyeu f'ound it. You -round 
it, Joe. Yeu found your new ba.seball. 'r. 
..., . 
little sister Ann to thank fer ~inding my 
"'"hew bas eba.ll and s a.ving the da.y. :rJ 
"Thank you, Ann,«: said the boy~, "and 
thank yeu for coining to·..:watch us play .. " 
4 ' 
• 
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LITTLE LOST REINDEER 
Put an _x_ on the line next to the best one. 
1 .. -Why was Little Reindeer sad? 
a. He was very tired. 
b. He was lost. 
c. It was getting late. 
2; What month was it? 
a. November·.· 
b. December. 
c. January. 
3. Why didn't the turtle help Little Reindeer? 
a. He was too slow. 
b. He was n,ot kind. 
c. He could not stop. 
4. Who laughed at Little Reindeer? 
a. The rabbit • 
. b. The crow. 
_..· 
c. The t'U.rtle. 
5. Why was it funny to see a lost reindeer? 
a. Reirid'eer never get lost. 
b .. Reindeer look so sad~ 
c. Reindeer have bells. 
6. How old was Little Reindeer? 
a. One year old. 
b~ Five years old. 
c. Ten years old. 
7. How did Little Reindeer find his way home? 
a. He used his eyes. 
b. He used his ear fl. 
c .• / He used his head. 
8. Who said, uThank you"? 
a. Mr. Crow-. 
b. The Rabbit. 
c. Little Reindeer. 
MY NAME IS: ----------------------~----------~--1 
.·.~-
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9. Who had a hole in the ground? 
a. The crow. 
·b. The turtle. 
c. The rabbit. 
10. Who helped Little Reindeer the most? 
a.. The crow. 
b. The turtle. 
c. The rabbit. 
Put these things in the right order. 
He 'i'ras so sad that he began to cry. 
Little Reindeer got lost in the woods. 
The bells told Little Reindeer the way home~ 
Mr. Crow helped Little Reindeer. 
~a:t.cJ:l: the .name with what they said. Write the letter on the line. 
Santa t s house. A. ~~I 1 mtoo slowto help'! 11 
Little Reindeer. B. uAll the reindeer have around their necks. n 
1 
Mr. Crow. c.. n I live in a deep hole.'.~ 
~ 
The turtle. D. ni am in a big hurry. r: 
. ~ 
Brown Rabbit. E. 1~Reindeer don 1 t get lost. n 
. -
Jingle Bells. F. tl Merry Ghri stma s ! 11 
. 
G. "vfuere can I find Santa?tt 
-H. "Little Reindeer could not find me.u 
I 
I. •:I am so happy.~ 
•
• 
~ 
QUESTIONS BEARS IN THE HOUSE 
--
i~Pfame ____________________________________________ ___ 1 2 3 B G 
Read each question., Put an (X) on the line beside the right word. 
1~ What are the names of' the two bears? 
--~Max and Martin 
Bumpsy and Seppa 
--~Father and Mother 
25 What does Father Krott want? 
to know more about bears 
-.--.to run a zoo 
to be a milkman 
3G When Max and Martin roll with the bears, what do 
--~hurt the boys · 
cry and run sway 
----play that they are angry 
4., What are Bumpsy and Seppa? 
T~ddy bears 
-whit8 bears 
brown Alps bears 
--
Bumpsy and Seppa do? 
5., Why does Father Krott want to know more about Bumpsy and Zeppa? 
there are not many bears l·ike them 
-they are so f'u±ln':f 
they are good to eat 
--
6., Wher£ were-Bumpsy and Seppa born? 
in a box 
~in a 200 
in the woods _ ___; 
7o What are botk cubs? 
_-.;sleepy 
.... 
• 
nosey 
big 
•: 
• 
So Why can't Father Krott go near the bears in the woods? 
it is too ·i'ar away 
----..he is ai'raid ·of' them 
____ they do not know him 
9 .. What will Father Krott do when the cubs are big_? 
sell them to the circus 
--take them 'back to the , zoo 
Jet them. go in the woods 
~-
lOa What do the bear cubs eat? 
milk and honey 
---..bread and milk 
meat 
---
Write the correct number beside the sentence that tells what happened 
i'irst, second, third and i'ourtho 
The bears go to live in the woods. 
--
The bears are born in the zooo 
--
_Father Krott can see how brown Alps bears live in the woods .. 
Max ang Martin play with the bearso 
--
Match the following by putting the correct letter in the blank next to 
the nameo 
• 
Mother Krott 
--
A. will all miss the bears when they 
go to the woods • 
. Martin and Max 
-- B ... are like brothers to the bearso 
~--S·eppa 
Co brushes the cubs' i'ur. 
__ Bumpsy 
Do go in a boxo 
Father Krott 
--
' 
____ The Krott Family 
Eo won't drink i'rom Seppa 1 s bottleo 
Fo do not know Father Krot~o 
G~ said he may hibernate with the bearf 
He likes to visit when anyone takes 
a bathe • 
L, cry and run i'or help. 
I ! I". t "> i. • ·1:' h '. J \ .l 
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. LITT I;E LOST REINDEER 
- .. ~ .... ~ ·-
Little Reindeer sat and sat. He was sadG 
-· -... -·· 
"· ' 
He could not rind his way home. He was lost. 
Early this morning he went out into the 
woods. He walked until he was tiredo When 
lie' started home he rorgot the way. 
As Litt~e Reindeer was sitting9 along 
came·a brown·r~bbit. ffWhyare you sad~ 
Little Reindeer? IV ask~d the rabbi to- ''You 
!~ -
should be happy& There __ are only three days 
until Christmas. 11 '· 
110h," said· Little· Re±nd'eer~ lTII was 
..... " , ... 4 
walkl:iig i:n t-he :woo·ds and ~ot lost •. Can you 
tell me the way to Santa's house?n 
!.-., 
.... '!' • ""\ 
und:e:r the ground most- of' the· t-ime. I do not 
know thes€ roads very good. I guess I can 
not help you. Good-by." 
"Good-by1 11 said Little :Reindeer. "My., 
-1 
it's getting late .. I hope to get home soon .. " 
Along came a kind turtleo He was going 
very slowly. 
n'Can you help· me?" asked Little Reindeero 
r.rWhat i.!s the trouble?" asked the turtle~ 
nr was walking in the woods and got. 
lost., Can you ~e.ll :me the way to Santa 9 s 
house?" cried Little Reindeer., 
The turtle sa'id9 11 I think I can't he~p 
you~ It would take me a long time to show 
you the wayo 1 9m very slowo Christmas'would 
be all over therio You better find a faster 
way.11 
noh,~~ dear,.tt cried Little Reindeer. as 
the turtle went one trWhat will I do?" 
Teai_'s. begf!,n running down his f'ace 0 
''What t s this? A reindeer e~ying with 
Christmas so near?" Mr .. Crow laughed as he 
2 
ITew down beside .. Little .Reindeer., nWhy are 
you crying?" 
, I~ 
"IYm lost 9 " said Little ~eindeero 
"A lost' reindeer? Ha 9 Ha. Ho., Ho.,n: 
. - . 
I .-, 
laug:Q.ed Mr. Crowo "Who ever heard o:f a lost 
reindeer? 11 
Little Reindeer ?ried.~~ "S.to:g! Don Y;t 
-you know it is not nice to laugh at people?~ 
,.., 
. 
11 I :forgota 11 said the crowo "'It is 
., ~ •· '") 
:funny to see a lost·reindeero .You must :find 
eoysY: 'and gi:r_:Is' ~ouses at_ Christm.a.so How 
can you do that H'hen you get lost yourself'?";. 
;,., 
Little Reindeer said» :'We.lJ-9 Lam, ju~t 
~ 
a bab.;r·o Phi~ will be· my :first trip with 
Sa-nt-a:.,_H~ is going to show me·how to :find 
my way<. Then·I won':t·get lost again.., But 
~ . 
now I must get homeo Can you help me?" 
'"' 
'11Lis ten, n said the crow o nWha t do you 
hear?il1-
31 .·• 
ttBellsl" said Little Reindeer. 
nchristmas bellsl He jumped up and down. 
"Well.~~ 11 said Mr. Crow.~~. "all you have-
to do is l~s-ten to the belLs. Then go right 
where they are. They will show you the way. 
Santa has all the reindeer tied up for a 
practice run. I.f you hurry you can make it 
in time$1! 
Urn - . ' · . " . · 1hank yo~~--~· Crow. Good-by and .••••• _ • 
Merry Christmas!" 
At last Little Reindeer went ~ing 
down the right road to Santa's house. 
4 J 

BEJARS IN THE HOUSE 
. ~ .,· -· .. 
What would you do if you should wake up 
some morning "to ~:f'i~d two ·bears beside your-
bed? Would you cry and run for help? 
Hax and Martin Krott 9 two boys who live 
in Italy would- give'-each bear a big bear hugo 
Father Krott·wants to know about bearso T-he 
two bear cubs live in the Krott house just 
like part of the familyo 
Max and Martin like to roll on the floor 
with· the cubs i> Seppa:; the g-irl eub and 
~sy ~ the b-oy-~ cub jl grow·l ·and: ·p'l.a:y- that 
they are angry» but they wonrt hurt the boys~ 
Bot-h-cubs a-re---ve·ry ncrsey~ ·They want to 
'· know every~hing tf?.a-t g·o-e·s on 'in the . house • 
~eppa likes to visit when someone takes a 
bath. 
The bears like·the·Krotts and want to be 
with~- i;hem.;7 Father· Kro~t-.. ;tb:ought ·the:y- should 
..,. -~. . 
have a den to l-ive like· other bears •. He made 
1 
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a big box for themo 
But Bumpsy and Seppa won't go in the bof, 
because it is too sma:ll for the Krotts to 
get intoo 
Every day each cub drinks five bottles 
of milk with honeyo Each be~r knows his own 
bottlese Seppa woriVt drink from Bumpsy's 
bottles and he won't drink from hers. 
Bumpsy and Seppa do not have a mother 
bear to take care of them~ so Mother Krott 
must brush their fur and pet themb 
Bumpsy and Seppa were born in a zoo& 
They each weigh about 20 poundso When they 
- . 
are big they will ~eigh about ·450 poundso 
Then they will be too big to live in a house. 
Seppa and Bump3y are brown Alps bears. 
There are not many more like them., Father 
Krott wants to know more about this kind 
of bearo He cannot go near other bears in 
2 
I 
the woods. They do not know him .. 
·-
When the cubs are big 9 Father K:rott 
will take them to the woods and let them go o• 
Then he can watch Seppa·and Bum.psy and see 
how brown Alps bears live i.n the woods.,. 
Because the·bears like the Krott family~ 
-
they may not want to leave themo "Will we 
have to live in.the .woods with Bumpsy and 
·seppa?n asked Martino 
'"'· the first ma:n to hiber;nate with the bears~ tt 
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THE FIRST BOY IN SPACE 
Put an _L on the line next to the best one. 
TtThy was today a big day in Tommy 1 s dream? . 1 .. 
a. It is the first day of school.· 
b. He is going to tell a story. 
c. A man will fly in space. 
2. Why did the big rockets go into space with no 
a. They were not safe. 
b. They were not fast. 
c. They ·were not space ships. 
3. Who was to be the first man in space? 
a~ Captain Joe. 
b. Tommy Hall .. 
c. Father. 
4.. What did Mother and Father say to Tommy? 
-
a. "Do a good job." 
b. ~Come back soon:n 
c. ~Did you get to !.he Moon?tt 
-5. Who gave the sign that made the rocket go? 
a. Captain Joe. 
b. Tommy B-all. 
c.. Father .• 
riders? 
P"q.t an _1l_ on YES if what it says is right.. Put an"_L on ··No'- if' 
what it says is not right. 
Tommy ~>Till find the end to his story by going out into spa:ce .. 
YES 
yts 
us 
YES. 
YB;a 
The rocket went 30 miles.in two minutes. 
.The first boy in space is going to the Milky Way. 
-~.. .. -
Father called IJ;bmmy as he might -De late for .school. 
The children liked.Tommy~s.story for they asked.him many thi.ng.a. 
-
' 
MY NAME IS: ----------------- )._ _2_. J___B_ _ _...(l_' .-
. .. .. . . .., .. ~ .. ~ ~ ~ - . 
NO 
NO 
• .... ! 
NO• 
.I 
N01 
! 
-- -1 NO 
,,·[ 
I , 
Put these things in the right order. 
At the right.sign the count-down began. 
Captain Joe 11Jent over the plans for the last time. 
The rocket was on its way out into space. 
Tommy said good-by to all his family. 
Match the name with what they said. Write the letter that is next to 
the name on the line. Put only one· letter on each line. 
.•. 
"Tell us all about it.u 
"We knmv- we can count on you." 
uDid you get to the Moon?u 
"Come back soon." 
. 
11 Let us know how it is on the Moon. 11 
uMaybe I will dream again tonight.n 
A. 
B. 
c .. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
-
G. 
H. 
I. 
Captain Joe. 
Tommy Hall. 
Mother and Father. 
Jack and Susan. 
l.Uss 'tlhi te. 
The Ground Crew. 
The Children.at School. 
The Spaceman .. 
Captain Bill. 
• ; 
THE SURPRISE RIPE 
Put an ...1L on the line next to the best one. ·· 
1. Whan time of the year was it? 
a~ Summer. 
b. Fall. 
c. Wint·er. 
2. Why did the cloud laugh when he saw the raindrop? 
a •. He was not kind. 
b. Little Rain~op looked funny. 
c. December .is too cold for rain. 
3. How did Little Raindrop feel when the wind blew her? 
a. Happy. 
b<t Sad 
c. Tired. 
4. Where did Little Raindrop spend most of her long ride? 
a. In the sky. 
b. On a cloud. 
c. 'Vi th the wind,. 
5. What happened as Little Raindrop came do1m.? 
a. She was happy~ 
b. She was changed. 
c. She began to cry. 
6. Who was happy to see Little Raindrop? 
a. A cloud. " 
b. A sunqeam. 
c. A tree. 
7. Where was she sittins? 
a. On the ground. 
b. At the top of a tree. 
c.· Under a tree. 
8.. What did she look like? 
a. A. sunbeam. 
b. A star. 
c • A raindrop. 
MY NAME IS: ----------------~~--------------~--------- 1 2 3 B G 
., ... 
9. What was Little Raindrop at the end of the story? 
a. A snowflake. 
b. A raindrop. 
c. An evergreen. 
10. Who said, "I am glad you came 11 ?. 
a. A cloud. 
b. The wind. 
c. ·.A tree·. 
Put these things iri the right order • 
.' .I 
The clouds laughed to see a raindrop. 
What a beautiful snowflake sat·on the_tree. 
Little Raindrop began to fal~ fast •. 
A sunbeam smiled at the raindrop. 
I\fatch each one with what they did. Write the letter on the line. 
White Snowflake 
A yellow· sunbeam 
The wind 
A cloud 
Little Raindrop 
An evergreen tree 
A. fell from a high cloud. 
:B. smiled·and asked questions. 
C. sat and sat on a cloud. 
D. blew very hard and th$n soft. 
E. did not like the ta.ll tree. 
F. sat on top of the tree. 
G.· laughed at the litt~e raindrop. 
H •. was-glad to see th~. ~powflake. 
I. fell on the ground. 
• 
• 
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THE SURPRISE RIDE 
It was a cold December day. A little 
rai~drop was railing down from a very high 
cloud. 
110~1 what a·:!:'ast ride~'~ said the little 
~~ ~ 
raindTopG Shff·¥~~- having fun when she Reard 
a cloud taikin~ 
n Look at that raindr?p~. I __ guess sll:.te doe~ 
"'~ 
not know what time it iso A raindrop i:m. 
--- -
December$ how i'unn:rJ" laughed the cloud .. 
Little Raindrol? did not know why the 
cloud was laughimg,. HWhat is wrong with a. 
rain~rop in Dec~·ember?rf she a~ked.., But the 
. '--cloud was too busy to answe~.· 
·- S·o-o~ ·the-Little Raind-rop went by a· 
sunb_e~. nWhat are you doing here?'r asked, tlae 
").. ;~ 
yellow sunbeam. rrwe don't have raindrops in 
December.,.,. 
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Before Little Raindrop could say 
anything, a big wind blew her away~ "Ol:l., my;" 
said Little Raindrop o uNo one likes me. 
They do not want me around them. What shall 
I do?" 
But she could not do ANYTHINGo ·The wind 
blew her all around. It blew her up high~ 
~It blew her downo It blew her everywhere. 
Something was happening. Little 
Raindrop could feel something differento 
But she could not see anything different. 
"I hope I get lost, 11 she said. "No one 
cares for me. I wish someone would like me.n 
Then Lit.tle Raindrop began going down. 
This time she went slowlyo She went very 
slowly from side to side. The ¥ind"did not 
b+ow nowo 
Little Raindrop st'oppedo ~er~ was .she? 
She looked all around. She could see down 
2 
·-·---- -.~r 
to the ground, but she was not on the 
ground. .She w:as. .up high. She wae- on the 
very top of an eyergreen treeo 
"Hello, Litt_le SnC?w.f'la.ke. I am glad you 
- -
came here. You logk li~e a shining star at 
my treetop. Pll3ase stay here with me_?n 
nWho can he be talking to?" asked Little 
..., . 
Rain drop.. ·She looked down at hers ell. What 
·- ~ .. 
do you thiJ1k s-be saw"? She had been changed 
into a beautiful white snowfla~eo 
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THE RODEO 
.. 
On ID.is way· t@ sck®E>l Honda:y morning~ Jim 
stopped at To~Ys houseo 
·-
11 Hurry~ Tom; n said J"imo "I have a. lot of 
news to tell you this morning;tt 
HHere I come., 11 said Tomo nDid you have 
fun~yestei-da.y?w 
nr had a wonderful time.,." said Jimo '"The 
rod~~ was the most·exciting ~show I ever saw"' 
. 
The cowboys and· cowgirls_could do everythiBgo 
Besides tha~~ 70u ~oul~·buy anjthi11g you 
. 
wanted" I got some candy., a ballo·on, .and fi, 
toy"'": 
noh~ n said lfomo nTell me all· about the 
·-
rodeo" I s~w one on TV last week" I liked it 
very much., tt 
·. ·') 
'tfAll right"in s-aid Jimo 11 I 1 ll tell you on 
.... .. ') 11 
the way to school. 
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nr went te the redee with my·fa~her. 
The rmdee beg•n with a parade., All the 
cowboys and cowgirls rod~ around the ring 
on their horseso-A few of the horses were 
frisky. They c~ll th!m wild horse~ out west., 
Sometimes the cowQoys would fall off these 
wild horses. I thought this was funny ~eeing 
a cowboy whG c~uld ~ot stay on a horse.," 
''Fry Father said; nr1;; ~s hard work J:>iding 
• wild herae, •nd even harder work ·trying te 
nr guess he is right; ~r: said J"im)l lfbecause 
... . 
those horses were realLy jumpingow 
steer r~ping e0ntest,J" sa.id J"im., "'A cewboy 
ridin.g .. hers• weul<d try to ca:tch '"''i steer . 
with his rG>pe., The c0wboy9 wlae ·was able te 
cs:teh the stee;r the quickest, get ll pri.ze. 
:, 
The funniest p.a..rt 0f" tr:hle re'dee V111S the 
bull riding centes,t., Ea.cln. cewbt!j>Y tried t® 
~· ' 
2 
i 
~ - -~ ~ - -- --- - ~ - - - - - -- --~-
see h.®w leng he c0uld ata.y .e.n a bull. Meat ef' 
bulls were wild a.nd jumpe& all ar0und the 
rii¥g. After the cewb®y jumped. 0:ff the· bull; 
the cl®wm.s went eut 1111. tke ring a.ndl bega.Fl. te 
teaze ·the bulls. Semetimes tlae bulla weul<i 
rum after the clewms. This was exciting 
seeing thle cl..wns rURl!llmg a.r®Ulild tlae rim!: a.Rfi 
tryi~g net to be caught by tke bull~ff 
"'"i,. I ' 
"~emeda.y when IYm bigger9 I~m geing eut 
1 ~ ~ ~ 
west and bec0me a ce~b®yc URtil ye.ster<il.a.y9• I 
. ' 
theught · P 1 d be a pc»licem~m.~· a. firemam. 9 ®r a. 
!'" 0 
d-ecide<!l:-tG)~be a C@Wb®Y• I'll live·-eE. a. ra.nckg 
. (' 
rid:e-wild<hil.eraea.~> and repe steerao. I know I 
. . 
we-ni'·t--l?e· g0im:g· :fo-r· a: __ leng time 9 ,,. Baia ..Jim<> 
') . 
ttBut--wlae.n·I G1.0.~~ I h®pe yeu will ceme •1a.el 
; ~. me en rlLy ra.~~lt., ri: 
ttola!, I will,!) -u sa.ia Temc. ti~eme·day I'm 
g®i;g t® be a pilat and~IVll~~e able ~; fly 
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my airplane out to yop.r ranch .. n 
uoh~ won't we have fun 11 "' said both boys.,. 
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